The Unholy Stalker
Black Ghost the chosen

By
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FADE IN:

INT. ROOM – HELL

Enormous cave like room with ROCK THRONE, giant TORCH hangs from the ceiling and two cave opening can be seen.

The DARK LORD, male, cobra features, BLACK EYES GLOW wears SILVER ARMOR stands in front of the throne and looks sadly at the ARMY OF HELL.

In military rank stands GENERAL LARIE, male, squid features, TENTACLE HAIR, BLACK EYES GLOW wears SILVER ARMOR.

GENERAL LENARD, male, goat features, BLACK EYES GLOW wears SILVER ARMOR and the LEGION of GOAT DEMONS, males, goat features, RED EYES GLOW wears SILVER ARMOR.

GENERAL CRINCALOS, male, jackal features, BLACK EYES GLOW, long claws wears SILVER ARMOR and the LEGION of JACKAL DEMONS, males, jackal features, RED EYES GLOW, long claws wears SILVER ARMOR.

GENERAL DABADON, male, grasshopper features, BLACK EYES GLOW, wings wears SILVER ARMOR and the LEGION of LOCUST DEMONS, males, grasshopper features, RED EYES GLOW, wings wears SILVER ARMOR.

GENERAL THOLL, female, black widow features, six arms, BLACK EYES GLOW wears SILVER ARMOR and the LEGION of SPIDER DEMONS, female, black widow features, six arms, RED EYES GLOW wears SILVER ARMOR.

GENERAL BLANA, male, rat features, BLACK EYES GLOW wears SILVER ARMOR, and the LEGION of RAT DEMONS, male, rat features, RED EYES GLOW wears SILVER ARMOR.

Everyone stare in wait at the Dark Lord.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
Demon brothers and sisters for to long have we be stuck down here in this prison. Only allowed on earth when that plague called humankind opens the portal and free us.

The Dark Lord paces in thought, stops and looks cunningly at the Army of Hell.

DARK LORD:
Soon the humans will open the portal and let us out.
(MORE)
DARK LORD: (cont'd)

When we take over their flesh one of them will be chosen as the stalker to stop us. This time, we must destroy the stalker so demon kind can takeover the world.

The Army of Hell CHEERS and stops.

INT. JUNIOR’S ROOM - HOME - AKRON - MORNING

MARQUIS MALONE JUNIOR, 7, black male lays in bed sleep.

We see the door open.

MARQUIS MALONE, 25, black male enters, walks, stops and looks happily at Junior.

    MARQUIS:
        (loudly)
        Junior wake up your breakfast is on the table.

Junior sits up and looks tried at Marquis.

    JUNIOR:
        Dad what time is it.

    MARQUIS:
        It’s ten a clock.

Junior eyes widen as he looks shocked at Marquis.

    JUNIOR:
        Oh no I’m going to be late for basketball practice and the championship game is tonight.

    MARQUIS:
        You want be late if you get out of the bed and get ready.

Marquis walks out the door. Exits.

INT. HALLWAY - HOME

Short hallway with door and openings on both sides.

Marquis enters, closes the door, walks and goes in opening. Exits.
INT. KITCHEN - HOME

Clean room with CUP, plate of POP TARTS on the table and back door.

Marquis enters, walks to the counter and watches in wait.

Junior holds BASKETBALL enters, runs to the table, grabs the cup, drinks, puts the cup down and picks up the Pop Tarts.

Marquis shakes his head in disbelief and smiles at Junior.

Junior looks excitedly at Marquis.

JUNIOR:
(excited)
I’m ready dad lets go.

They walk to the door, opens it and goes out. Exits.

INT. CORRIDOR - AZTEC TEMPLE - GUATEMALA - AFTERNOON

On wall we see picture writing of a BOY, RED EYES holds a knife, stands over a MAN and WOMAN laying on a PENTAGRAM.

SCIENTIST #1, 30, white male, SCIENTIST #2, 20, white male, SCIENTIST #3, 31, Asian male, SCIENTIST #4, 20, Asian male, SCIENTIST #5, 33, black male, SCIENTIST #6, 22, black male,

SCIENTIST, #7, 27, white female, SCIENTIST #8, 32, white female, SCIENTIST #9, 30, black female, SCIENTIST #10, 25, black female,

SCIENTIST #11, 33, Asian female and SCIENTIST #12, 24, Asian female all stand wears back packs.

They hold flashlights and looks amazed at the picture writing.

The Scientist #1 points excitedly at the picture writing.

SCIENTIST #1:
(shouting)
These picture say a king and queen was murdered by their son in a shrine inside this temple.

The Scientists walk, stops at the shrine opening and goes in. Exits.
INT. SHRINE - AZTEC TEMPLE

Large room has PENTAGRAM on the floor, picture writing on the wall of a BOY, RED EYES stands on the earth and RED CLOUDS with faces surround him.

The Scientists enter, stops, curiously looks downs at the pentagram, walks to the middle of the room and stare amazed at the picture writing.

Scientist #1 walks to the wall and stares in thought.

We HEAR a WHISPER.

    DARK LORD: (O.S.)
    (talks with snake tongue)
    The power I want to control
    humankind will come from the
    legions of hell called demon kind.

The Scientist #1 shocked looks around, sees nothing, scratches his head in thought.

    SCIENTIST #1:
    It must of been the wind.

The Scientist #1 stares in thought at the wall.

    SCIENTIST #1:
    The power I want to control
    humankind will come from the
    legions of hell called demon kind.

The PENTAGRAM RED GLOW and stops.

In the air DEMON SPIRITS, red clouds, faces appears and hovers in place.

The Scientists fearfully stares at them and SCREAM in terror.

The Demon spirits float and goes inside the Scientists.

Their EYES RED GLOW.

The DEMON SCIENTISTS look excitedly at each other.

In spirit form the DARK LORD, black cloud, face appears and hovers in place.

The Demon Scientists looks in wait at the Dark Lord.
DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
Demon brothers and sisters is there anything useful in those humans minds?

The Demon Scientist #1 bows and looks cunningly at the Dark Lord.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Yes Dark Lord they’re scientists and they know of a way to make human flesh called clones.

The Dark Lord stares interested at the Demon Scientist #1.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue) 
Tell me more of this way to make human flesh called clones.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
They use machine to make human bodies with out a mind or soul.

The Dark Lord looks excitedly at the Demon Scientists #1.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
If this is true we will no longer need humankind to walk the earth. You’ll be the Head demon scientist, create these clones and if this works, we’ll use them to takeover the world.

INT. GYM - SCHOOL - AKRON - AFTERNOON

Nine PARENTS, Marquis holds basketball sits on the bleacher and watches excitedly.

Nine BOYS and Junior play half court basketball game.

The ball is past three times.

COACH, 24, white male wears WHISTLE holds clip board looks pleased at the boys.
COACH:
(shouting)
That’s it boys keep up the good work. Remember five passes before anyone shoots the ball.

The basketball is past again.
The ball is past to Junior.
He shoots.
The ball goes in the hoop. SWOOSH.
The coach looks pleased at the boys, grabs the whistle and BLOWS.

COACH:
Team bring it in.
The boys run, surrounds the coach and looks in wait at him.

COACH:
Good job everyone and great shot Malone. Alright boys we have a game to win tonight. Everyone lets say it loud we’re the bulldogs and this game is ours.
The boys REPEAT loudly.

COACH:
Practice is over for the day. Everyone go eat and rest because in a few hours we play for the junior city championship.

Everyone stand up, walks off the bleachers and stop by the boys.
Marquis looks proudly at Junior and gives him the basketball.

MARQUIS:
Junior you looked real good out there on the court today and I’m proud of you son.

Junior smiles and looks proudly at Marquis.

JUNIOR:
Thanks dad and I’m proud of you.

Marquis smiles warmly at Junior.
MARQUIS:
Why is that son?

JUNIOR:
Your the best dad in the whole world.

Marquis hugs Junior and lets go.

They walk to the doors, opens them and goes out. Exits.

EXT. PARKING LOT - SCHOOL

Large parking lot with eleven cars parked.

They enter, walks to a car and gets in.

The car drives away.

EXT. MOUNT PEACE CEMETERY - AKRON - DAY

Tombstones can be seen for miles.

The car drives in and parks.

Marquis, Junior holds basketball gets out, walks to a TOMBSTONE and stares sadly at it.

ON TOMBSTONE

Susan Malone loving wife and mother.

Junior looks sadly at Marquis.

JUNIOR:
Dad it’s still hard to believe mom has been gone for five years. I wish she was here to watch the game tonight.

Marquis looks sadly at Junior.

MARQUIS:
So do I son and that basketball your holding was the first gift she ever got for you.

Junior runs and hugs the tombstone.
JUNIOR:
Don’t worry mom, I’ll win the game
for you and I love you.

Junior lets go, walks next to Marquis and stares sadly at the tombstone.

Marquis smiles at Junior, walks to the tombstone, kneels down and stares sadly at it.

MARQUIS:
Hello dear I love and miss you so much. Junior championship game is tonight and I know you’ll be looking down on him. I have to be going but I’ll be back to visit you soon.

Marquis stands up, walks next to Junior and looks happily at him.

MARQUIS:
Son are you ready to go.

Junior smiles at Marquis and nods his head yes.

They walk to the car and gets in.

The car drives away.

EXT. PARKING LOT - SCHOOL - AKRON - EVENING

The parking lot is full of cars.

Between BLACK, BLUE CARS stands DRE, 20, black male holds ENVELOP, MOE, 21, black male and TERRY, 20, black male stares in wait at a car.

The black car doors open.

TONY, 21, black male holds DUFFLE BAG, DANNY, 20, black male, JAMES, 19, black male gets out, walks in front of Dre and looks in wait at him.

Moe pulls out HAND GUN and point it at the ground.

Terry looks in disbelief at Moe and shakes his head disgustedly.

Tony, James and Danny looks in disbelief at Moe.

We see HEADLIGHTS as the car drives in.
Moe hides the gun by his side.
The men watches in wait.
The car parks next to blue car.
Marquis, Junior gets out and look curiously at the men.
The men very cautions watches in wait at Marquis and Junior.
Marquis, Junior walks to the doors, opens them and goes in. Exits.

INT. GYM - SCHOOL
The bleachers are full of PEOPLE.
They enter, walks to the bleachers and sits down.
Junior looks in thought at his hands and looks sadly at Marquis.

    JUNIOR:
    Oh no, I forgot my basketball in the car.

Junior stands up and runs off the bleachers.
Marquis stands up and looks worried at Junior.

    MARQUIS:
    (shouting)
    Junior wait come back here.

Junior runs to the doors, opens them and goes out. Exits.

EXT. PARKING LOT - SCHOOL
Junior enters, runs to the car an opens the door.
Moe looks in thought at Junior and lifts the gun.

    MOE:
    Who’s that over there at that car?
    What is this a set up?

Junior grabs the basketball, closes the door and walks.
Moe squeezes the trigger. BANG.
The BULLET flies and hits Junior in the side.
Junior drops the basketball, painfully grabs his side and falls on the ground.

The basketball rolls down the parking lot.

The men looks shocked at the basketball and looks in disbelief at Junior.

Tony and Dre looks worried at each other.

TONY:
Dre, what did he just do? This wasn’t part of the plan.

DRE:
What’s done is done we can’t change that, give me the bag, take this money and lets get out of here.

Tony gives Dre the bag.

Dre gives Tony the envelop.

The men gets into the cars.

The cars drives away.

Junior looks painfully at the sky.

JUNIOR:
Please look after my father, he’s going to need your help to get through this.

From the sky GOLD BEAM shines on Junior.

He smiles.

The beam vanishes.

Junior closes his eyes and lays dead.

In the sky CLOUDS form and RAIN falls

We see HEADLIGHTS as a car drives in and parks.

WOMAN #1, 29, white female gets out, walks, sees Junior, SCREAMS, runs, kneels down and touches his neck.

WOMAN #1:
Who would have done something like this?
The Woman #1 goes in a pocket, pulls out a CELL PHONE, stands up, dials nine-one-one and puts the phone to her ear.

WOMAN #1:
A little boy has been murder at the school.

The Woman #1 puts the cell phone in the pocket, runs to the doors, opens them and goes in. Exits.

INT. GYM - SCHOOL

The Woman #1 enters, runs to the middle of the basketball court and looks sadly at the people.

WOMAN #1:
(shouting)
Everyone listen, there is a boy outside dead in the parking lot, is any one missing their child?

We HEAR WHISPERS around the gym.

Marquis stands up and looks in thought at the Woman #1.

MARQUIS:
No it couldn’t be Junior.

Marquis runs off the bleachers to the doors, opens them and goes out. Exits.

EXT. PARKING LOT - SCHOOL

We see CORNER VAN with back door open, POLICE CARS with LIGHTS flash and GURNEY with BODY BAG sits next to Junior.

Five POLICE OFFICERS stands and looks sorrowfully at Junior.

CORNER #1, 35, white male, CORNER #2, 24, black male stands and looks sadly at Junior.

Marquis enters, runs to Junior, drops to his knees, hugs his son tightly and CRIES.

PEOPLE enter, walks, stops and stares sadly at Junior.

We HEAR CRYING.

Marquis lays Junior on the ground and looks angrily at the sky.
MARQUIS:
(yells)
How could you take him from me?

In the sky LIGHTING BOLTS flash and THUNDER roars.

Corner #1, Corner #2 grabs Junior and puts him in the bag.

Corner #1 zips the bag up.

Corner #2 lifts the gurney, pushes it to the van and puts it in.

Corner #1 closes the door.

Corner #1, Corner #2 walks and gets in the van.

Marquis stands up, walks to the van, looks sadly through the back window and CRIES.

The van drives off.

A POLICE OFFICER walks to Marquis and looks concerned at him.

POLICE OFFICER #1:
Sir was that your son?

Marquis looks sadly at the Police officer.

MARQUIS:
Yes and who did this to him?

POLICE OFFICER #1:
We don’t know but what was his name?

Marquis lowers his head and stares sadly at the ground.

MARQUIS:
Marquis Malone Junior.

POLICE OFFICER #1:
Do you know of anyone who wanted to hurt your son?

Marquis shakes his head no.

POLICE OFFICER #1:
That’s all the question I have and if anything comes up we’ll call you.
Marquis nods his head in agreement, sadly walks to the car and gets in.

The car drives away.

EXT. DRIVEWAY - HOME - AKRON - NIGHT

The car drives in and parks.

Marquis gets out and walks. Exits.

EXT. PORCH - HOME

Marquis enters, walks to the door, opens it and goes in. Exits.

INT. LIVING ROOM - HOME

Medium room very clean.

Marquis enters, closes the door, walks to a wall, looks sadly at FAMILY PICTURE, CRIES and stares angrily at the ceiling.

MARQUIS:
(yell)
Why did you take my family away from me? I’ve always tried to be a good man. Why do you hate me so much?

Marquis drops to his knees and CRIES.

In spirit form the GUARDIAN ANGEL, ivory ball, face appears and hovers in place.

GUARDIAN ANGEL:
Why do you blame the Creator for what humans has done to you?

Marquis looks in disbelief at the Guardian Angel, rubs his eyes and collapses fearfully on the floor.

GUARDIAN ANGEL:
Do not be afraid of me Marquis.

MARQUIS:
(loud)
What are you a ghost and how do you know my name?
GUARDIAN ANGEL:
No, I’m a Guardian Angel here to talk to you about your future.

Marquis looks shocked at the Guardian Angel and stands up.

GUARDIAN ANGEL:
You have been chosen because of your son and this is why you must go on a test.

Marquis looks in thought at the Guardian Angel.

MARQUIS:
What test and what does this have to do with Junior?

GUARDIAN ANGEL:
Because of his last words is why you were chosen and humankind will need your help if you past the test.

The Guardian Angel vanishes.

Marquis looks around in disbelief.

MARQUIS:
I must be tried and seeing things.

Marquis walks to the opening and goes in. Exits.

EXT. FIELD - RAIN FOREST - GUATEMALA - AFTERNOON

In the sky ten HELICOPTERS hovers, lower large METAL CREATES with WHEELS, on the ground field surround by trees, plants and large opening on the Aztec temple can be seen.

The Demon Scientists wears SUNGLASSES watches in wait.

The creates land on the ground.

The Demon Scientists unlatch the crates, pushes them to the opening and goes in. Exits.

INT. CORRIDOR - AZTEC TEMPLE

The Demon Scientists enters, pushes the creates to the shrine opening and goes in. Exits.
INT. SHRINE - AZTEC TEMPLE

The Demon Scientists enters and pushes the creates to the middle of the room.

The Demon Scientist #1 looks excitedly at the other.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Demon brothers and sisters.

The Demon Scientists looks in wait at the Demon Scientist #1.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
We’ll bring demon kind into a new age by using these humans’ knowledge. The more we create to help demon kind take over the world the more valuable this flesh will become. Just think, the longer we stay in this flesh will keep us out of that prison in hell.

The Demon Scientists grins and nods their heads in agreement.

They start opening the creates.

INT. LIVING ROOM - HOUSE - AKRON - MORNING

Marquis sits on the couch and stares sadly at the floor.

We HEAR KNOCK on the door.

Marquis looks shocked at the door, stands up, walks to it and opens it.

CHANDRA, 20, black female stands and looks sadly at Marquis.

Marquis looks surprised at Chandra.

MARQUIS:
Chandra what wrong, come in.

Chandra walks in and sits on the couch.

Marquis closes the door, walks to the couch, sits down and looks in wait at Chandra.

Chandra looks sadly at Marquis.
CHANDRA:
Uncle Marquis I’m so sorry about Junior. My boyfriend Tony come home last night acting real strange. I over heard him talking on the phone about some guy that got shot by the people he was with. The news this morning said Junior was the person who got killed.

Marquis looks shocked at Chandra.

She looks sadly at the floor and CRIES.

MARQUIS:
Chandra I need to get some information about Junior’s killer from him.

Chandra looks in thought at Marquis.

CHANDRA:
Go talk to Danny he was there also and he’s the type of person that will tell you anything to save himself. He lives on the west side at five seventy one Madison street.

Marquis looks gratefully at Chandra.

MARQUIS:
Thank you Chandra I know how hard this must of been for you to tell me all of this.

CHANDRA:
No need to thank me uncle Marquis, Junior is my family. I have to be going now but I hope you find Junior’s killer.

Chandra stands up, walks to the door, opens it and goes out. Exits.

We see the door close.

Marquis stands up, paces in thought, stops, walks to the door, opens it and goes out. Exits.

EXT. PORCH - HOME - AKRON - MORNING

Marquis enters, closes the door and walks. Exits.
EXT. DRIVE WAY - HOME
Marquis stops at the car and gets in.
The car drives away.

EXT. MADISON STREET - AKRON - MORNING
The car parks.
Marquis gets out and walks. Exits.

EXT. FRONT YARD - DANNY’S HOUSE
Marquis enters and walks. Exits.

EXT. PORCH - DANNY’S HOUSE
Marquis enters, walks to a door and KNOCKS.
We see the door open.
Danny stands and looks in thought at Marquis.

    MARQUIS:
    Are you Danny?

    DANNY:
    Yeah, who are you.

Marquis grabs Danny’s throat and pushes him into the door.

    MARQUIS:
    Who killed that boy last night and
    where can I find them?

Danny stares fearfully at Marquis.

    DANNY:
    Crazy Moe did it and he lives on
    the east side. Go over Dre’s house
    on Mckinley street and you’ll find
    him there.

Marquis stares seriously in Danny’s eyes.
MARQUIS:
Remember you never saw me and if you do say anything I know where to find you.

DANNY:
I won’t say anything but don’t let Moe know it was me who told you where to find him.

Marquis lets Danny go and runs. Exits.

EXT. MADISON STREET - AKRON
Marquis enters and gets into the car.
The car drives away.

EXT. PARKING LOT - HUNTING STORE - AKRON - AFTERNOON
The car drives in and parks.
Marquis gets out, walks to the door, opens it and goes in. Exits.

INT. HUNTING STORE
Large room with RACKS of hunting clothes, we see a DOOR behind CASES filled with RIFLES, AMMUNITION and RIFLES hang on the wall.

SHERRY, 40, white, female, JOE, 40 white male stand behind the cases and watches in wait.

Marquis enters and walks to the cases.
Sherry grins at Marquis.

SHERRY:
My name is Sherry and this is my husband Joe. We’re sorry about your son Marquis.

Joe smiles at Marquis and nods his head in agreement.
Marquis looks in thought at Sherry and Joe.

MARQUIS:
How do you know my name and what happen to my son?
SHERRY:
It’s been all over the news this morning and it brought back memories of our daughter Lanessa.

Sherry sadly lowers her head and CRIES.

Joe concerned puts his hand on her shoulder.

Marquis stares concerned at Sherry and Joe.

JOE:
This guy named Moe is always around when murders happens but never gets charged with any crimes. Two weeks ago a gun fight happened right outside of the store while Moe and his two friends were around. The police came, found Lanessa and four other men dead.

Marquis looks in disbelief at Sherry and Joe.

MARQUIS:
A man named Moe killed your little girl. That’s the same name of the man I heard killed my son.

Joe and Sherry looks shocked at Marquis.

JOE:
We would do anything to bring Moe to justice for killing Lanessa. What can we help you with in the store?

Marquis pauses, stares in thought at the ceiling and looks worried at Joe.

MARQUIS:
(worried)
Any kind of weapon that doesn't kill.

Sherry and Joe looks shocked at each other and look surprised at Marquis.

JOE:
Follow us.

Joe and Sherry walks to the door, opens it and goes in. Exits.
Marquis walks to the door and goes in. Exits.

**INT. LAB - HUNTING STORE**

Large room with RACK of hunting clothes, WEAPONS, computer on a table, FLAT SCREEN TV hangs on the wall,
in a corner sits CLEAR CHAMBER with BLACK BATTLE ARMOR, full body and BLACK MASK with lenses.

Joe and Sherry enter.

Sherry walks to the chamber.

Joe walks to the table.

Marquis enters, walks to the table and looks down amazed.

Joe picks up the DART GUN with laser scope.

**JOE:**
Since you were looking for weapons that doesn't kill, this gun shoots sleeping darts.

Joe puts down the dart gun and picks up a RIFLE with scope.

**JOE:**
This rifle shoots sleeping darts, has night vision and what we call target lock. When the cross heir on the scope turn from green to red, squeeze the trigger and you want miss.

Sherry stares in thought at the battle armor and looks excitedly at Marquis.

**SHERRY:**
Marquis come here please.

Marquis walks to Sherry and looks amazed at the battle armor.

**SHERRY:**
This is our newest invention, a flexible, weightless battle armor and the guns stick to it magnetically.

Sherry pushes a BUTTON.

The chamber door opens.
Sherry grabs the battle armor.

Marquis reaches in a pocket and pulls out money.

Sherry and Joe looks confused at each other.

They stare displeased at Marquis.

**SHERRY:**
We don't want your money but your help. You can catch Moe by being like a ghost in black or better yet the Black Ghost.

**JOE:**
We own a home down the street from where Moe is always at. We’ve been working on a plan to capture Moe and with your help Marquis we can finally get him. If I drive you to the house you can pretend to be making inside repairs on it. Sherry will close the hunting store and pick up me leaving you with the van to get away.

Joe grabs a large BLACK BAG from under the table, puts the guns in it, walks to Sherry and opens it.

Sherry puts the battle armor in the bag.

They desperately looks at Marquis.

**JOE:**
If you want Marquis, I’ll take you to the house.

Sherry and Joe looks in wait at Marquis.

Marquis smiles at them, nods his head in agreement, puts the money in his pocket and grabs the bag.

Joe and Sherry smiles.

Joe, Marquis walks to the door, opens it and goes out. Exits.

**EXT. PARKING LOT - HUNTING STORE - DAY**

They enter, walks to a van and gets in.

The van drives away.
EXT. DRIVE WAY - OLD COUPLE’S HOME - AKRON - EVENING

The SUN is setting in urban neighborhood as the van drives in and parks.

Joe and Marquis holds the bag gets out.

Joe looks up the street and points.

JOE:
That’s the house where Moe is at with the three cars in the driveway.

Marquis looks curiously at a HOUSE with CARS in the driveway.

Joe and Marquis walks to the front door, opens it and goes in. Exits.

INT. LIVING ROOM - OLD COUPLE’S HOME

Large empty room.

They enter and stops.

Joe walks to a wall and flips the light switch.

The light cuts on.

Joe looks gratefully at Marquis.

JOE:
In the bag is everything you will need to capture Moe and his two friends.

Marquis looks seriously at Joe.

MARQUIS:
If Moe is the one who killed my son and your little girl, nothing will stop me.

We HEAR car HORN BLOW.

Joe smiles at Marquis and waves.

Marquis waves.

Joe walks to the door and goes out. Exits.
We see the door close.

Marquis puts the bag on the floor.

In spirit form the Guardian Angel appears and hovers in place.

Marquis looks in wait at the Guardian Angel.

GUARDIAN ANGEL:
Remember this is a test and I hope you make the right decision.

The Guardian Angel vanishes.

Marquis unzips the bag, reaches in, pulls out a TAPE RECORDER, six PLASTIC RESTRAINTS, places them on the floor.

He reaches in the bag, pulls out the battle armor and puts it on.

The BLACK GHOST looks the armor over.

BLACK GHOST:
This armor feels like I barely have anything on.

The Black Ghost reaches in the bag, pulls out the guns, puts the dart gun on the armor side area. CLICK.

He walks to a window, opens it, kneels down, stick the rifle out and looks through the scope.

SCOPE

The NIGHT VISION is on as Terry stand at open car trunk, pulls a DUFFLE BAG out, closes the trunk and looks around cautions.

The CROSS HEIR turn green to red.

We HEAR GUN SILENCER.

We see a DART fly and sticks Terry in the chest.

The Black Ghost pulls the rifle in, puts its on the floor and looks out the window.

We sees Terry fall to the ground.

The Black Ghost stands up, runs to the front door, opens it and goes out. Exits.
EXT. FRONT YARD - OLD COUPLE’S HOME - EVENING
The Black Ghost enters and runs. Exits.

EXT. MCKINLEY STREET
The Black Ghost enters and runs. Exits.

EXT. FRONT YARD - DRE’S HOUSE
The Black Ghost enters, runs to Terry, picks him up, grabs the duffle bag, carries them and runs. Exits.

EXT. MCKINLEY STREET
The Black Ghost enters and runs. Exits.

EXT. FRONT YARD - OLD COUPLE’S HOME
The Black Ghost enters, runs to the door and goes in. Exits.

INT. LIVING ROOM - OLD COUPLE’S HOME
The Black Ghost enters, kicks the door close, walks to the middle of the room and drops Terry.
He falls on the floor. THUMP.
The Black Ghost drops the duffle bag.
It falls on the floor. THUMP.
The Black Ghost grabs the plastic restraints, puts them on Terry’s feet, hands and stares at him.

    BLACK GHOST:
    Could this be Moe.

The Black Ghost opens the duffle bag and stares at fifty BAGS of WHITE POWDER.

    BLACK GHOST:
    I hope this crop not the reason my son is dead.

We HEAR a phone RING.
The Black Ghost looks at Terry, pants him down, goes in the pants pocket, pulls out a CELL PHONE and puts it to the mask ear area.

BLACK GHOST:
Hello.

DRE: (V.O.)
Where are you at?

BLACK GHOST:
This isn’t your friend.

DRE: (V.O.)
(yells)
Who are you and where my stuff.

BLACK GHOST:
Your stuff is fine but I want you to send Moe outside and tell him to walk down the street to the van in the driveway.

DRE: (V.O.)
What the hell are you talking about and what does Moe have to do with getting my stuff back?

BLACK GHOST:
If he follows my directions the right way, he should get your bag and bring it back to you.

The Black Ghost hangs up, puts the phone in the duffle bag, grabs the dart gun, walks to the door, opens it and goes out. Exits.

EXT. FRONT YARD - OLD COUPLE’S HOME - EVENING

The Black Ghost enters, closes the door, runs and hides in the bushes.

Moments later Moe enter, walks down the street, steps on the sidewalk, walks to the van and looks around confused.

Out of the bushes a RED BEAM shines on Moe’s neck.

We see a DART fly and sticks Moe’s in the neck.

He falls on the ground.
The Black Ghost stands up, walks out the bushes and puts the dart gun on the armor side area. CLICK.

He walks to Moe, picks him up, carries him to the door, opens it and goes in. Exits.

INT. LIVING ROOM - OLD COUPLE’S HOME

The Black Ghost enters, kicks the door close, walks to the middle of the room and drops Moe.

He falls on the floor. THUMP.

The Black Ghost grabs the plastic restraints, puts them on Moe’s feet, hands and stares at him.

BLACK GHOST:
I wonder if this could be Moe?

We HEAR a KNOCK on the door.

The Black Ghost pauses and looks at the door.

BLACK GHOST:
Who could that be?

The Black Ghost walks to the door and looks through the peep hole.

PEEP HOLE

We sees Dre with CELL PHONE to his ear.

We HEAR Terry’s cell phone RING.

The Black Ghost looks at the duffle bag.

The cell phone stops ringing.

DRE: (O.S.)
Are you guys in there?

The Black Ghost grabs the z-gun, steps backwards, hides behind the door and takes aim.

We see the door open.

Dre enters, closes the door and looks surprised at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost squeezes the trigger.
The DART flies and sticks Dre in the leg.
He falls to the floor. THUMP.
The Black Ghost puts the z-gun on the armor side area. CLICK.
He grabs Dre’s arm, drags him to the middle of the room, lets go, grabs the plastic restraints, puts them on Dre’s hands, feet and stares at the men.

BLACK GHOST:
One of them killed my son but which one is Moe. They’re just a bunch of drug dealers, maybe I should kill them all.

The SWORD OF DARKNESS, double edge katana, BLACK BLADE GLOWS appear and hovers in front of the Black Ghost.
The Black Ghost looks at the sword.

BLACK GHOST:
Where did this come from.

He grabs the sword and raises it over Dre.
In spirit form the Dark Lord appears and hovers next to the Black Ghost.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
Go ahead, use my sword and kill him. Kill all of them for what they’ve done to you.

The Black Ghost looks at the Dark Lord and takes a step back.

BLACK GHOST:
Where did you come from and what are you?

The Dark Lord looks cunningly at the Black Ghost.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
The other half of the war your about to get put in the middle of. Just kill them for the pain they’ve caused you. Your son would have been a basketball star but they took him away from you. Think about your son and how he needs you to get revenge for him.
The Black Ghost stares at the men, shakes his head no and lets go of the sword.

The sword hovers in place and vanishes.

The Black Ghost stares at the Dark Lord.

**BLACK GHOST:**
Junior would never want me to kill anyone.

The Dark Lord looks angrily at the Black Ghost and vanishes.

We HEAR the men MOAN painfully.

The Black Ghost looks at the men.

**BLACK GHOST:**
One of you hired me to catch all of you and hide the drugs so they could keep them for themselves. I’ll leave for a minute so you can talk it over.

The Black Ghost walks to the tape recorder, pushes the RED BUTTON, walks to the wall and flips the light switch.

The light cuts off.

**MOE:**
(in pain)
Dre are you here?

**DRE:**
(in pain)
Yeah I'm here Moe were is Terry at?

**TERRY:**
(to Dre, in pain)
Right here and my head hurts so bad.

**DRE:**
(mad, in pain)
So does mine but I know what my ears heard and that's one of you set me up.
MOE:
(in pain)
Hold on Dre, I was in the house with you when Terry couldn't be found and he had plenty of time to meet with that guy.

TERRY:
(loud)
Moe what are you talking about, how do we know you didn't set this up? They say crazy people are real smart and good at planning things like this.

MOE:
(screaming)
Who do you think your talking to like that? The way I see it, you guys need me.

TERRY:
(upset)
We never needed you and I told Dre to put you down like the sick dog you are.

DRE:
(angry, yells)
Both of you shut up, how can one of you keep acting like you know nothing?

TERRY:
(yells)
Dre how do we know you didn't set us up? You had a one million dollar deal line up. Moe and I end up dead while you keep all the money. Well I guess you covered up all your loose ends.

DRE:
(yells)
What are you talking about Terry? I would have got paid with or without either of you idiots.
MOE:
(mad)
Dre I'm getting real tried of you and Terry mouth, if we weren't tied up right now I would shoot both you.

DRE:
That's the point, you don't think about what you're doing. Just like last night when you shot that little boy for nothing and now it's been all over the news.

MOE:
What do you want me to do about it now? What about that day in front of the hunting store. If your eyes were open, you wouldn't have shot that little girl?

DRE:
I told you something blew in my eyes.

The Black Ghost flips the switch.

The light cuts on.

The men move their heads and looks fearfully at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost stares at the men, shakes his head disgustedly, walks to the duffle bag, grabs Terry's cell phone, walks to the rifle, grabs its,

picks up the black bag, puts the rifle in it, walks to the front door, opens it and goes out. Exits.

EXT. FRONT YARD - OLD COUPLE'S HOME - NIGHT

The Black Ghost enters, closes the door, looks at the cell phone, dials nine-one-one and puts it up to the mask ear area.

BLACK GHOST:
I would like to report a break in at nine hundred twenty Mckinley street.

The Black Ghost drops the cell phone.
It falls on the ground.
He walks. Exits.

EXT. DRIVE WAY - OLD COUPLE’S HOME
The Black Ghost enters, walks to the van and gets in.
The van drives away.

EXT. PARKING LOT - HUNTING STORE - AKRON - NIGHT
The van drives in and parks.
Marquis holds the black bag gets out, puts his head down sadly and stares regrettfully at the parking lot.

    MARQUIS:
    (sadly)
    I want to feel happy for catching those men but I can’t. I just want Junior back.

Marquis walks to the door, opens it and goes in. Exits.

INT. LAB - HUNTING STORE
Joe, Sherry sits at the table and stares in wait at the door.
Marquis enters, closes the door, walks to the table, sits the bag and van keys on it.
Joe and Sherry stares concerned at Marquis.

    JOE:
    How did it go?

Marquis looks sadly at Joe and Sherry.

    MARQUIS:
    It wasn't Moe who killed your little girl. His friend Dre shot her when he closed his eyes trying to shoot at those four men.

Sherry sadly stares at the table and shakes her head in disbelief.
Joe concerned puts his hand on her shoulder.
SHERRY:
We had it wrong all of this time thinking Moe did it.

Joe and Sherry looks sadly at Marquis.

JOE:
Did you find out anything about your son?

Marquis looks sadly at Sherry and Joe.

MARQUIS:
Moe killed him and the police will be arriving at your house soon. I have to be going now.

Sherry and Joe looks gratefully at Marquis.

JOE:
Thank you Marquis for helping us find out the truth about Lanessa and we’re sorry about your son. If you ever need anything, just let us know.

SHERRY:
Good bye Marquis and thank you.

Sherry and Joe waves.

Marquis waves, walks to the door, opens it and goes out. Exits.

EXT. MOUNT PEACE CEMETERY - AKRON - MORNING

We see Susan’s tombstone and Junior’s TOMBSTONE next to it.
Marquis wears BLACK SUIT stares sadly at Junior’s tombstone and CRIES.

ON TOMBSTONE

Marquis Malone Junior loving son.

MARQUIS:
(apologetically)
I’m so sorry Junior for not being there for you. I should have never let you go get that basketball alone. What kind of father lets his only child be killed?
Marquis drops to his knees and looks sadly at Susan’s tombstone.

    MARQUIS:
    (apologetically)
    Susan I’m so sorry for what happen, please forgive me. I capture the man who did this to our son and now he will be brought to justice. I love and wish you were here to tell me what I should do.

Marquis looks sadly at the ground, stands up, walks to the car and gets in.

The car drive away.

EXT. DRIVEWAY - HOME - AKRON - MORNING

The car drives in and parks.

Marquis gets out and walks. Exits.

EXT. PORCH - HOME

Marquis enters, walks to the front door, opens it and goes in. Exits.

INT. LIVING ROOM - HOME

Marquis enters, closes the door, walks to the opening and goes in. Exits.

INT. HALLWAY - HOME

Marquis enters, walks, stops, stares sadly at Junior’s door, walks to his door, opens it and goes in. Exits.

INT. BED ROOM - HOME

Medium room with JOGGING SUIT, WHITE SOCKS on the bed and TENNIS SHOES on the floor.

Marquis enters, walks to the bed, sits down, takes off the shoes and socks puts them on the floor, stands up, takes off the black suit, lays it on the bed,
puts on the jogging suit, white socks, tennis shoes and sadly stares at the floor.

MARQUIS:
This is all my fault. Had I stop Junior that night, he would still be here.

Marquis CRIES, walks to the door and goes out. Exits.

INT. HALLWAY - HOME

Marquis enters, stops, stares sadly at Junior’s door, shakes his head disgustedly, walks to the living room and goes in. Exits.

INT. LIVING ROOM - HOME

Marquis enters, walks to the couch, sits down, picks up the REMOTE CONTROL and pushes the BUTTON.

The TV cuts on.

Marquis sits the remote control on the couch and watches interested.

TV - NEWS PROGRAM

JEREMY HIGGINS, 39, white male wears blue suit sits at a table.

JEREMY HIGGINS:
This is Jeremy Higgins with a channel three news special report. Andre Toby and Terry Johnson who were to testify today has died in Summit County jail. Authorities have no suspect at this time but say they’re looking into these strange deaths. The third suspect in the case Moeshawn D. Williams has made a deal for immunity to testify against the black mafia and the overlord who said to be the biggest drug supplier in the world.

Marquis stares in disbelief at the TV, picks up the remote control and pushes the button.

The TV cuts off.
Marquis angrily slams the remote control on the couch.

**MARQUIS:**
(mad)
How can this happen? That man
killed Junior and he’s still going
to get away with it. I should have
killed him when I had the chance.

Marquis looks sadly at the floor and shakes his head
disgustedly.

We HEAR a KNOCK on the door.

Marquis looks surprised at the door, stands up, walks to the
it and opens it.

Sherry and Joe holds two BLACK CASES looks happily at
Marquis.

Marquis looks surprised at Sherry and Joe.

They smile at Marquis, walks in and sits on the couch.

Joe sits the cases on the coffee table.

Marquis closes the door, walks to the love seat, sits down,
looks in wait at Sherry and Joe.

Joe looks concerned at Marquis.

**JOE:**
Marquis did you see the news?

Marquis looks sadly at Joe.

**MARQUIS:**
Yes, I just watch it.

Sherry looks concerned at Marquis.

**SHERRY:**
It’s not right how Moe gets to go
free after what he did. That’s why
we made a new weapon for you just
encase the Black Ghost needs to
appear again.

Sherry opens a case.

We see the z-gun, rifle and the SHOCK SWORD, metal pole,
rubber handle.
Sherry grabs the Shock sword and pushes a BUTTON.

The ELECTRIC BLADE forms.

Marquis stares amazed at the Shock sword.

SHERRY:
Marquis this is the Shock sword an
electric current forms the blade.

Sherry pushes the button.

The electric blade cuts off.

Sherry puts the shock sword in the case and closes it.

Marquis stares in thought at Sherry and Joe.

MARQUIS:
How do you guys know how to make
all these weapons and gadgets?

Joe and Sherry looks in thought at each other.

Sherry nods her head yes.

Joe looks seriously at Marquis.

JOE:
Sherry and I were scientists who
created weapons for the military.
They didn’t cared about are no kill
technology so we opened up the
hunting store. Now we work to
improve our research.

Marquis looks shocked at Joe and Sherry.

Joe smiles at Marquis.

JOE:
We have to get back to the hunting
store Marquis but call if you need
anything and Moe will be testifying
on TV in a few minutes.

Marquis nods his head in agreement.

Everyone stands up and walks to the door.

Marquis opens it.

Joe and Sherry walks out. Exits.
Marquis closes the door, walks to the couch, sits down, picks up the remote control and pushes the button.

The TV cuts on.

Marquis watches interested.

TV – NEWS PROGRAM – COURT ROOM

Large room full of PEOPLE.

Moe sits at the witness stand and looks stressfully around the room.

MOE:
I worked for a mob boss named Rick Hodges of the black mafia. Him and the other six mob bosses buy drugs from an overlord name Chico who stays somewhere in Peru.

We HEAR WHISPERS around the court room.

We see a window SHATTER as glass falls to the floor.

A BULLET flies and hits Moe in the head.

Moe sits dead.

We HEAR SCREAMS around the court room.

We see the TV screen go black.

Marquis’s eyes widen as he slightly grins and pushes the button on the remote control.

The TV cuts off.

Marquis sits the remote control on the couch.

In spirit form the Guardian Angel appears and hovers in place.

Marquis looks in wait at the Guardian Angel.

GUARDIAN ANGEL:
Marquis, you’ve past the test and now will be the new stalker to fight the demons who have been freed from hell.

(MORE)
GUARDIAN ANGEL: (cont'd)
All demons are not the same as the
Demon Generals use human flesh to
make their true forms.

Marquis stares shocked at the Guardian Angel and stands up.

MARQUIS:
Wait a minute now I capture the man
who killed my son and my job is
done.

From the ceiling GOLD BEAM shines on Marquis and stops.

A GOLD CROSS shines through the shirt.

Marquis looks in disbelief at the cross, lifts up the shirt
and stares amazed at it.

The cross stops glowing.

We see GOLD CROSS on Marquis’s chest and stomach.

Marquis lowers the shirt and looks shocked at the Guardian
Angel.

GUARDIAN ANGEL:
Marquis your job has just begun and
that cross will keep the demons
from taking over your flesh. The
Creator has given you the ability
to take any punishment to your body
but you will feel ever bit of the
pain.

Marquis stares in thought at the Guardian Angel.

MARQUIS:
How can I stop these demons when
I’m only a man?

GUARDIAN ANGEL:
After you destroy the flesh the
Demon generals are in say these
words angel spiritual merge, you
and the Archangel will become one
to fight them in their true form.
First you will be sent to the
Kunlun mountains in China and look
for the Spiritual clan temples to
start your training.

Marquis looks in thought at the Guardian Angel.
MARQUIS:
What training and how will I get China.

GUARDIAN ANGEL:
You will be trained in the Spiritual clan ninja arts. Everything is taken care of, now become the new stalker called the Black Ghost.

The Guardian Angel vanishes.

Marquis stares in thought at the cases, walks to the table, opens them, grabs the battle armor and puts it on.

The Black Ghost grabs the weapons and puts them on the armor. CLICK.

He looks at the ceiling.

A GOLD LIGHT appears around the Black Ghost.

They vanish.

EXT. YARD - TEMPLE - KUNLUN MOUNTAINS - DAY

WOOD WALL ten feet with GATE surrounds large yard with PENTAGRAM on the ground and BLACK TEMPLE.

SUBTITLE FADES IN: DARK CLAN TEMPLE, KUNLUN MOUNTAINS

The CLAN LEADER, 45, Chinese male, gray long beard wears red ninja suit, no mask sits and looks pleased at seventy five DARK CLAN, ninjas wears red ninja suits.

The Dark clan sit around the yard.

A RAVEN, BLACK EYES GLOW enters, flies and lands on the Clan leader’s arm.

He looks at the Raven in wait.

The Raven’s beak moves up and down.

DARK LORD: (O.S.)
(talks with snake tongue)
My servant a stranger will come to your land soon and I need you to kill him for me.

The Clan leader looks excitedly at the Raven.
CLAN LEADER:
Yes master, I’ll send the ninja out
to find him right away.

The Raven flies away and vanishes in the distance.

The Clan leader stands up.

The Dark clan stares in wait at the Clan leader.

The Clan leader looks excitedly at the Dark clan.

CLAN LEADER:
Dark clan the master has come an
ask for our help. A stranger will
come to our land, you need to find
him and kill him.

EXT. PATH - BAMBOO FOREST - KUNLUN MOUNTAINS - MORNING

Long path surrounded by bamboo trees.

PANDA BEARS eat the leaves on the trees.

SONNY LAU, 17, Chinese male and WANG LAU, 40, Chinese male wear glasses looks curiously at the panda bears.

Wang Lau points.

WANG LAU:
Son look at the panda bears they’re
wonderful animals.

Sonny looks in thought at Wang.

SONNY LAU:
Dad out all the animals to study
why the panda bears?

Wang smiles at Sonny.

WANG LAU:
There is some much to learn from
these animals as they live in peace
and work together. All my research
will one day help us understand
them better.

DARK CLAN NINJA #1, DARK CLAN NINJA #2 enters, walks in front of Wang and Sonny.

Wang and Sonny looks fearfully at them.
DARK CLAN NINJA #1:
Didn’t the Clan leader tell you to say out of this area and what would happen if you were found here again.

WANG LAU:
Yes but I was only getting research on the panda bears.

Dark clan ninja #2 pulls out a SWORD, does sideward sword slash and cuts Wang’s stomach.

Wang painfully grabs his stomach and falls to the ground dead.

Sonny looks sadly at his father, CRIES and looks revengefully at the Dark clan ninja #2.

SONNY:
(yells)
Why did you kill my father he wasn’t doing anything wrong?

DARK CLAN NINJA #1:
Boy he was warned to stay out of this area or he would die.

Sonny runs and punches at the Dark clan ninja #2.

The Dark clan ninja #2 side steps.

The punch misses.

The GOLD LIGHT and the Black Ghost appears.

The light vanishes.

The Black Ghost sees the Dark clan ninja #2 slap Sonny. SMACK.

Sonny falls on the ground, grabs his face and painfully holds it.

BLACK GHOST:
Leave that boy alone.

The Dark clan ninja #1 and Dark clan ninja #2 looks in thought at the Black Ghost.
DARK CLAN NINJA #1:
Wait a minute could that be the
stranger the clan leader was
talking about?

The Black Ghost grabs the rifle, takes aim and squeezes the trigger.

The DART flies.

The Dark clan ninja #2 uses the sword, blocks, runs, does an
upercut sword slash and cuts the rifle in half.

The barrel falls to the ground.

The Black Ghost looks down at the barrel.

The Dark clan ninja #2 does uppercut sword slash and strikes the Black Ghost’s mask chin area. CLING.

He’s knocked to the ground.

The Dark clan ninja #2 does superhuman jump and raises the sword.

MASTER SOI CHON, 42, Chinese male wears gold ninja suit, no mask enters, walks, looks shocked at the Black Ghost, the
Dark clan ninja #2,
pulls out a SWORD and runs in front of the Black Ghost.

Dark clan ninja #2 does downward sword slash as he lands.

Master Soi Chon uses the sword and blocks. CLING.

Punches the Dark clan ninja #2 in the chest.

He falls to the ground and looks fearfully at Master Soi Chon.

Dark clan ninja #1 looks fearfully at Master Soi and runs away. Exits.

Dark clan ninja #2 stands up and runs away. Exits.

Master Soi angrily looks at the Dark ninja #1 and Dark clan ninja #2.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Run away like always you Dark Clan scum.

Sonny crawls, hugs Wang and CRIES.
The Black Ghost and Master Soi Chon looks sorrowfully at Sonny.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Young man I’m sorry for what happen to your father, I’m Master Soi Chon of the Spiritual clan.

The Black Ghost drops the half of rifle and takes off the mask.

Marquis looks excitedly at Master Soi Chon.

MARQUIS:
Thank you, my name is Marquis and the angel told me to find the Spiritual clan temple to start my training.

Master Soi Chon smiles at Marquis.

MASTER SOI CHON:
So you’re the new stalker I must train with in the changing of the four season.

Sonny stands up, walks in front of Master Soi Chon, Marquis and looks sadly at them.

SONNY:
Thank you both for helping me, I’m Sonny Lau.

Master Soi smiles at Sonny.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Sonny if you want, I’ll train you also in the Spiritual ninja arts.

Sonny grins faintly and nods his head in agreement.

INT. LAB - SHRINE - AZTEC TEMPLE - NIGHT

LAMPS hung from the ceiling, computers sits on tables and twenty CLEAR CLONING CHAMBERS with wires connects to monitors have CLONES, 18, males wears BODY ARMOR inside them.

The Demon Scientists stand and stares proudly at the cloning chambers.

In spirit form the Dark Lord appears, hovers in front of the chambers and looks curiously at them.
DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
Demon scientists are these the clones? They look just like the humans.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Yes Dark Lord and we’re ready to test them.

The Demon scientists say a CHANT.
The PENTAGRAM RED GLOW and stops.
DEMON SPIRITS appears, floats and goes into the clones.
Nineteen clones’ EYES RED GLOW.
One clone’s EYES BLACK GLOW.
The cloning chamber doors open.
The DEMON CLONE #1, white male and the DEMON CLONES steps out.
The Dark Lord looks excitedly at the Demon Scientists, looks pleased Demon clones and the Demon clone #1.

DARK LORD:
(excited, talks with snake tongue)
You have done it, we no longer need humankind to walk on earth. General Blana watch over the Demon Scientists why they make more clones.

The Demon clone #1 nods his head in agreement.
The Dark Lord vanishes.

INT. ROOM - HELL - DARKNESS - MOMENTS LATER

In true form the Army of Hell stands in military ranks and looks in wait at the throne.

In true form the Dark Lord appears in front of the throne and looks excitedly at the Army of Hell.
DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
Demon brothers and sisters I have great news, we no longer need humankind to walk on earth.

The Army of Hell EYES GLOW brightly and stops as they stares in disbelief at the Dark Lord.

The Dark Lord slightly grins.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
By the look on your faces you don’t believe me. Some of our demon brothers and sisters took over the flesh of scientists. They created clone humans and General Blana is inside of the clone flesh right now. Soon they’ll create an army of clones and we will use them to take over the world.

The Dark Lord looks cunningly at Lenard.

DARK LORD:
(excited, talks with snake tongue)
General Lenard step forward.

Lenard steps forward and looks in wait at the Dark Lord.

DARK LORD:
As my head general you’ll be the first to fight the stalker and I want you to destroy him.

Lenard stares excitedly at the Dark Lord.

LENARD:
(talks with goat sound)
Yes Dark Lord.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
Get ready, I must go and trick those ninjas into releasing you.

The Dark Lord vanishes.
EXT. YARD - TEMPLE - KUNLUN MOUNTAINS - NIGHT

The Dark clan sits around the yard.

The Clan leader stands by a fire.

In spirit form the Dark Lord appears and hovers in front of the Clan leader.

The Clan leader stares surprised at the Dark Lord.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
I need you to say the dark magic chants so I can give you all unlimited power to stop the stranger.

The Clan leader nods his head in agreement and says a CHANT.

The PENTAGRAM RED GLOW and stops.

DEMON SPIRITS appears, floats, goes inside the Dark clan

Their EYES RED GLOW.

A Demon spirit goes inside the Clan leader.

His EYES BLACK GLOW.

The DEMON DARK CLAN and the DEMON CLAN LEADER stare in wait at the Dark Lord.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
General Lenard, you and the Demon brothers find the Spiritual clan temple, kill them all.

The Demon Clan leader and Demon Dark clan bows in agreement.

EXT. BAMBOO FOREST - KUNLUN MOUNTAINS - MORNING

The sun shines over large forest of bamboo trees and stream as we see three TENTS.

SUBTITLE FADES IN: SEASON ONE, SUMMER

Master Soi Chon stands, looks seriously at Marquis wears battle armor, no mask and Sonny wears white ninja outfit, no mask.
Marquis and Sonny looks in wait.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Today start your ninja training,
now watch as I show you how to do
the Spiritual jump technique.

Master Soi runs, does superhuman jump, lands on top of a
tree, looks down seriously at Marquis and Sonny.

MASTER SOI CHON:
(yells)
Now you two try.

They stare amazed, runs, jumps, crushes into tree trunks,
falls on the ground and sits up.

Master Soi shakes his head disappointedly, leaps to the
ground, smiles at Marquis and Sonny.

They looks in thought at Master Soi.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Lets move to something a little
easier. This training will make
your bodies like steel.

They stands up and watches in wait.

Master Soi walks to a bamboo tree, does open hand swing and
strikes the tree. SNAP.

The half of tree falls to the ground.

He kicks a tree. SNAP.

The half of tree fall to the ground.

Master Soi looks seriously at Marquis and Sonny.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Remember to become like steel when
practicing on the bamboo trees.

Marquis, Sonny walks to bamboo trees, does open hand swing,
strikes them and painfully shakes their hands.

Master Soi shakes his head displeased.

SUBTITLE FADES IN: SEASON TWO, FALL

The sun is just raising as leaves covers the ground and fall
off the trees.
Master Soi sits on the ground and watches in wait.

Sonny and Marquis runs, does superhuman jump, lands on top of trees, leaps to the ground, walks to bamboo trees, does open hand swing and strikes them. SNAP.

The half of trees fall to the ground.

They kick bamboo trees. SNAP.

The half of trees fall to the ground.

Marquis and Sonny looks excitedly at Master Soi.

Master Soi nods his head pleased, stands up and walks. Exits.

Marquis and Sonny walks. Exit.

EXT. STREAM - BAMBOO FOREST - KUNLUN MOUNTAINS

They all enter and stops next to the stream.

Master Soi looks seriously at Marquis and Sonny.

MASTER SOI CHON:
This training will help you build power and speed.

Marquis and Sonny watches in wait.

Master Soi walks into the stream, does relentless punches, kicks, does a front flip, lands on the ground,

smiles at Marquis and Sonny.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Now you two try.

They step into the stream, does left punch, right punch and the water current knocks them down.

Master Soi LAUGHS loudly.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Come here you two.

They stand up, walks out the water, stops in front of Master Soi and watches in wait.
MASTER SOI CHON:
All Spiritual ninjas have to learn how to channel and control their soul energy. Watch as I show you how to do this technique.

BLUE SMOKE flows off of Master Soi and stops.

MASTER SOI CHON:
(loud) Spiritual defense!

A BLUE ENERGY DOME appears around Master Soi and vanishes.

Marquis and Sonny stare amazed at Master Soi.

MASTER SOI CHON:
This technique can be used to exploded, block and fight. Now you two try.

Master Soi watches in wait.

They try, nothing happens and looks in thought at Master Soi.

SUBTITLE FADES IN: SEASON THREE, WINTER

Snow covers the ground, falls from the sky and the stream is frozen.

Master Soi stands and watches in wait.

Marquis, Sonny stand on the stream, does relentless punches, kicks, does a front flip and lands on the ground.

BLUE SMOKE flows off of Marquis and stops.

MARQUIS:
(loud) Spiritual defense!

A BLUE ENERGY DOME appears around Marquis and vanishes.

BLUE SMOKE flows off of Sonny and stops.

SONNY:
(loud) Spiritual defense!

A BLUE ENERGY DOME appears around Sonny and vanishes.

Master Soi nods his head pleased.
MASTER SOI CHON:
You have master how to channel your soul energy, now use it to attack me.

BLUE SMOKE flows off of Marquis and stops.

MARQUIS:
(loud)
Spiritual fighting technique!

BLUE ENERGY encases Marquis.
Marquis runs and punches.
Master Soi side steps.
The punch misses.
Master Soi grabs Marquis’s arm and flips him onto the ground.
The energy vanishes.
BLUE SMOKE flows off of Sonny and stops.

SONNY:
(loud)
Spiritual fighting technique!

BLUE ENERGY encases Sonny.
Sonny runs and does jumping kick.
Master Soi side steps.
The kick misses.
Master Soi does open hand swing and strikes the back of Sonny’s neck.
Sonny falls on the ground.
The energy vanishes.
They stand up and looks in wait at Master Soi.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Try the side step while I get some branches to teach you how to use a sword.

Master Soi walks, glances at Sonny and Marquis.
Sonny and Marquis faces each other.

Sonny kicks Marquis in the chest.

Marquis falls to the ground and stands up.

Master Soi shakes his head disappointedly, stops in front of a bamboo tree, pulls out a sword, does sideward sword slash and cuts two tree branches.

The branches fall.

Master Soi catches the branches, walks, hands them to Marquis and Sonny.

MASTER SOI CHON:
    Now do as I do.

Master Soi does a sideward sword slash.

Marquis and Sonny does the same.

Master Soi does an uppercut sword slash.

Marquis and Sonny does the same.

Master Soi does a downward sword slash.

Marquis and Sonny does the same.

Master Soi does a sideward sword slash, uppercut sword slash and a downward sword slash.

Marquis and Sonny does the same.

SUBTITLE FADES IN: SEASON FOUR, SPRING

In the sky is clouds, rain falls and the branches lay on the ground.

Master Soi sits and watches in wait.

SONNY, 18 and Marquis faces each other.

Sonny kicks.

Marquis side steps.

The kick misses.

Marquis punches.

Sonny side steps.
The punch misses.

They grab the branches.

A fierce evenly matched branch battle begins between Marquis and Sonny.

The rain stop, the clouds disappears and the SUN shines.

Master Soi CLAPS proudly.

Marquis and Sonny looks in wait at Master Soi.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Good job, you have master all I have time to teach you. We’ll be leaving for the temple today so you can meet the rest of the clan.

Master Soi bows.

Marquis and Sonny bows.

Master Soi looks seriously at Marquis and Sonny.

MASTER SOI CHON:
A long time ago the clan was divided because half of them started to use dark magic and was banished. They started the Dark clan and swore revenge against us the Spiritual clan.

Master Soi stares seriously at Marquis.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Some of the Dark clan released demons and I was chosen to be the stalker to stop them. Marquis when fighting demons you must be brave and believe in yourself. Demons never die, they only can be sent back to hell.

Marquis nods his head understanding.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Lets go to the tents and get our things.

Everyone walks to the tents and goes in them. Exits.

Master Soi holds OLD BAG enters and stands
Sonny holds BAG enters and stands.
The Black Ghost enters and stands.
Master Soi smiles at Sonny and the Black Ghost.

MASTER SOI:
The temple is on the other side of the forest. I hope you two can keep up with an old man.

Master Soi runs, does superhuman jump and lands on top of a tree.
The Black Ghost and Sonny runs, does superhuman jump and lands on top of trees.
They all jump from tree to tree and vanishes in the distance.

EXT. TEMPLE - BAMBOO FOREST - KUNLUN MOUNTAINS - EVENING
A WOOD WALL ten feet with open WOOD DOORS.
The Black Ghost, Sonny, Master Soi enter, drops to the ground and looks in thought at the doors.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Something not right, the clan never leaves the doors open.

They walk in. Exits.

EXT. YARD - TEMPLE - KUNLUN MOUNTAINS - EVENING
Large yard with benches, trees, RED and GOLD TEMPLE.
The Demon Dark clan stands and stares excitedly at large FIRE.
In the fire burns the SPIRITUAL CLAN.
The Black Ghost, Master Soi, Sonny enter, stops, stare shocked at the Demon Dark clan and the fire.

MASTER SOI CHON:
(angrily)
You Dark clan scum, how could you do something like this.

The Demon Dark clan turn around, looks hatefully at Master Soi, the Black Ghost and Sonny.
Master Soi looks in disbelief at the Demon Dark clans’ eyes.

MASTER SOI CHON:
Demons, I send all of you back to hell.

Master Soi looks concerned at the Black Ghost and Sonny.

MASTER SOI CHON:
You two stay here, I’ll take care of this.

The Black Ghost and Sonny watches in wait.

Master Soi grabs the sword, runs an attack with relentless sword slash and strikes some of the Demon Dark clan.

They turn into ash.

DEMON SPIRITS floats in the air and vanishes.

The Demon Dark clan surrounds Master Soi.

Master Soi looks around angrily at the Demon Dark clan, BLUE SMOKE flows off of him and stops.

MASTER SOI CHON:
(very loud)
Ah!

Giant BLUE ENERGY BALL appears around Master Soi.

MASTER SOI CHON:
(yells)
Spiritual explosion!

The ball EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Demon Dark clan are incinerated.

DEMON SPIRITS float in the air and vanishes.

Master Soi walks to a bench, sits down and looks sadly at the ground.

The Black Ghost, Sonny walks in front of Master Soi and looks concerned at him.

Master Soi looks sadly at Sonny and the Black Ghost.

In the sky giant FIRE ENERGY BALL appears, drops an EXPLODES on Master Soi. BOOM.
He’s incinerated.

The Black Ghost and Sonny are knocked to the ground.

Sonny lays knocked out.

The Demon clan leader walks from behind a tree, looks excitedly at the Black Ghost and points.

LENARD: (O.S.)
(talks with goat sound)
I finally killed the sixth stalker
and you’re next.

The Black Ghost stands up and stares at the Demon clan leader.

BLACK GHOST:
(yells)
Why did you kill him?

LENARD: (O.S.)
(talks with goat sound)
He’s better dead like all humans,
including you.

The Demon clan leader opens his hand.

The FIRE SWORD appears in it.

The Black Ghost grabs the shock sword and pushes the button.

The ELECTRIC BLADE forms.

They run and stops.

A fierce evenly matched sword battle begins between the Demon clan leader and the Black Ghost.

The Demon clan leader does sideward sword slash and strikes the Black Ghost’s armor stomach area.

He grabs the armor stomach area and painfully holds it.

FIRE ENERGY encases the sword.

The Demon clan leader does uppercut sword slash and strikes the Black Ghost’s mask chin area.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.
He knocked to the ground, grabs the mask chin area, painfully holds, stands up, runs an attacks with relentless sword slash.

The Demon clan leader uses the sword and blocks.

The Black Ghost does an uppercut sword slash and strikes the Demon Clan leader’s chin. ZAP.

The Demon clan leader shakes wildly.

BLUE SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST: (yells)
Spiritual fighting technique!

BLUE ENERGY encases the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost punches the Demon clan leader in the chest.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Demon clan leader is incinerated.

RED LIGHT flashes and stops.

In true form stands LENARD holds the sword and looks revengefully at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost looks at Lenard, shakes his head in disbelief and looks at the sky.

BLACK GHOST (yells)
Angel spiritual merge!

In spirit form the ARCHANGEL, ivory ball, face appears and goes inside the Black Ghost.

IVORY ENERGY encases the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
I can feel your energy flow through out my body.

Lenard stares hatefully at the Black Ghost.

LENARD: (talks with goat sound)
So you come to help Archangel, I’ll destroy the stalker and you can’t stop me.
Lenard points the sword.

FIRE ENERGY WAVE comes out an EXPLODES into the Black Ghost. BOOM.

He’s knocked to the ground, grabs the armor body area and painfully holds it.

Lenard opens his hand.

In the sky giant FIRE ENERGY BALL appears.

Lenard lowers his hand.

The ball drops an EXPLODES on the Black Ghost. BOOM.

He lays motionless.

Lenard looks pleased at the Black Ghost.

LENARD:
(talks with goat sound)
I’ve killed two stalkers in one day.

The GOLD CROSS shines through the armor and stops.

Lenard looks in disbelief at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost stands up and looks at Lenard.

ARCHANGEL: (O.S.)
Stalker use my speed an attack that demon.

The Black Ghost runs superhuman fast IVORY FLASH, appears, does sideward sword slash and strikes Lenard’s chest. ZAP.

Lenard shakes wildly and falls to the ground.

ARCHANGEL: (O.S.)
Now stalker lets combine are soul energy together and send this demon back to hell.

BLUE, IVORY SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
(loud)
Ah!

Enormous BLUE and IVORY ENERGY BALL appears around the Black Ghost.
BLACK GHOST:
  (yells)
  Spiritual explosion!

The ball EXPLODES. BOOM.

Lenard is incinerated.

A DEMON SPIRIT floats in the air and vanishes.

In spirit form the Archangel appears and vanishes.

BLACK MIST appears around the Black Ghost.

They vanish.

Sonny stands up and looks around in thought.

SONNY:
  Where did Marquis go?

INT. ROOM - HELL - DARKNESS

In true form the Army of Hell stands in military ranks and watches in wait.

Hundreds of thousands of HUMANS, pale wears dirty torn clothes stand in a crowd and watches in wait.

The Black Ghost stands in FIRE CAGE.

In true form the Dark Lord stands in front of the throne and holds the Black Ghost’s weapons.

DARK LORD:
  (talks with snake tongue)
  You want be needing these anymore stalker.

The Dark Lord throws the weapons in the air and points.

FIRE ENERGY BEAM comes out the finger ZAP an EXPLODES into the weapons. BOOM.

They’re destroyed.

The Dark Lord looks cunningly at the Black Ghost.

DARK LORD:
  (talks with snake tongue)
  Stalker I'm the Dark Lord the leader of hells army.
  (MORE)
DARK LORD: (cont'd)
Since I plan ahead and now you’re in
hell, demon kind can take over the
world.

The Black Ghost looks at the Dark Lord.

BLACK GHOST:
Why do you need me out the way,
can’t you just go take the earth
over?

The Dark Lord stares angrily at the Black Ghost.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
Fool, there’s rules even demons must
follow, we can only go to earth in
the spiritual form for a short
while unless we take over human
flesh.

The Black Ghost points.

BLACK GHOST:
Since you’re the leader of this army,
it’s your fault that Master Soi and
the Spiritual clan is dead. Fight
me if you’re not a coward Dark Lord.

We HEAR WHISPER from the Army of Hell.

The Dark Lord looks shocked at the Black Ghost.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
You dare challenge me human? By
demon law I must fight anyone who
challenges me.

The Dark Lord snaps his fingers.

The cage lifts into the air and hover in place.

The Black Ghost runs at the Dark Lord.

The Dark Lord lifts his hand.

Five FIRE ENERGY BALLS appears and hovers in place.

The Dark Lord points.

One ball flies an EXPLODES into the Black Ghost. BOOM.
He knocked to the floor, grabs the armor body area and painfully holds it.

The Dark Lord waves his hand.

The balls fly in the air, drops one by one an EXPLODES on the Black Ghost. BOOM.

He lays motionless.

The Dark Lord looks in disbelief at the Black Ghost, seats down on the throne and snaps his fingers.

The cage drops over the Black Ghost.

The Dark Lord looks angrily at the Army of Hell and the people.

    DARK LORD:
    (yells, talks with snake tongue)
    Every one out of my throne room now!

Everyone runs to the openings and goes out. Exits.

The Dark Lord stares in though at the Black Ghost.

    DARK LORD:
    (talks with snake tongue)
    How can that man still be alive after I hit him with five dark magic attacks. Something not right, let me rest and think about this for a while.

FIRE ENERGY DOME appear around the Dark Lord and the throne.

Moe enters, walks to the cage and looks sorrowfully at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost stands up and looks at Moe.

    MOE:
    I’m sorry for killing your son.

The Black Ghost stares into Moe’s eyes.

    BLACK GHOST:
    I hated you for taking my son away from me and wished you were dead but I hate to see you suffer at the hands of these demons more.
Moe smiles at the Black Ghost, reaches down, grabs the cage and lifts it.

We HEAR the sound of SIZZLE.

SMOKE comes from Moe’s hands.

The Black Ghost crouches down and walks under the cage.

Moe lets the cage down and points at the openings.

The Black Ghost stands up and looks at the openings.

    MOE:
    Go through the opening on the left and it will get you to the lake of fire. Look for the steps in the floor, now hurry before the Dark Lord awakes.

The Black Ghost runs to the openings and goes in the left. Exits.

EXT. TUNNEL - HELL

Short tunnel.

The Black Ghost runs to the opening and goes out. Exits.

INT. LAKE - CAVE - HELL

Large cave with hundreds of cave openings, LAVA WATERFALL pours into giant LAVA LAKE.

The Black Ghost enters, walks to the lake, looks at it and looks around.

    BLACK GHOST:
    I wonder what he meant by look for the steps in the floor?

The Black Ghost kicks a rock.

It rolls over the floor and drops. Exits.

We HEAR the rock fall.

The Black Ghost walks, stops, looks down at HOLE with STEPS and goes down. Exits.
EXT. STEPS - HELL

The Black Ghost enters and walks down. Exits.

INT. ROOM - HELL

Giant cave like room dark has very little light with ROCK TABLES and ROCK CHAIRS.

Rat demons, Locust demons, Goat demons sit and play a game with STONES.

The Black Ghost enters, glances at the demons, walks along a wall in the shadows, stops at the HOLE with STEPS and goes down. Exits.

EXT. STEPS - HELL

The Black Ghost enters and walks down. Exits.

INT. HALL - HELL

Giant hall very bright with hundreds of thousands of BLUE BALLS with faces floats around.

The Black Ghost enters and looks around.

We HEAR ECHO.

DARK LORD: (O.S.)
(yells, talks with snake tongue)
The stalker has escaped, demon brothers and sisters find him and bring him to me!

We HEAR FOOTSTEPS.

The Black Ghost looks around there’s no place to hide.

Some of the balls float down and surrounds the Black Ghost.

He’s hidden.

Spider demons, Jackal demons enter, looks around, sees nothing, runs to the steps and goes up. Exits.

The balls float up and hovers in place.
The Black Ghost looks up, nods his head thanks, walks to the HOLE with STEPS and goes down. Exits.

INT. STEPS - HELL
The Black Ghost enters and walks down. Exits.

INT. CORRIDOR - HELL
Long hallway with cave opening on both sides and large cave opening at the end.
The Black Ghost enters, looks around, looks at the large cave opening, runs and goes in. Exits.

INT. CAVE - HELL
Giant cave with TORCHES burning.
The Black Ghost enters, stops in the middle of the room, looks around, sees the HOLE with STEPS, walks to it and goes down.

INT. STEPS - HELL
The Black Ghost enters and takes a step.
The steps fall apart.
The Black Ghost and the steps fall. Exits

INT. ROOM - LOWER HELL - DARKNESS
Large cave, HOLE in the ceiling with very little light, ROCK THRONE and large cave opening.
On the ceiling stands in true form BARGURA, male, bat features, wings, BLACK EYES GLOW wears SILVER ARMOR and the LEGION of BAT DEMONS, male, bat features, RED EYES GLOW wears SILVER ARMOR.
The Black Ghost, the steps enters, falls from the hole and hits hard on the floor. THUMP.
The Black Ghost lays motionless.
Bargura, the Bat demons look shocked at the Black Ghost and drops to the floor.
Bargura walks and sits on the throne.

BARGURA:
(talks with echo)
Demon brothers bring that human to me.

Two Bat demons walks to the Black Ghost, picks him up, carries him to the throne and drops him. THUMP.

Bargura snaps his fingers.

A GRAY CHAIN appears around the Black Ghost’s neck.

Bargura holds the chain.

The Bat demons stare curiously at the Black Ghost.

Bargura stands up and looks cunningly at the Bat demons.

The Bat demons stares in wait at Bargura.

BARGURA:
(loud, talks with echo)
Demon brothers the Archangel’s sword needs to be found. I want to use it on the humans, when the demon scientists finish the clone army. Who will go to the cave of a thousand openings and look for it.

Twenty Bat demons walk in front of the throne and bows.

The Black Ghost sits up and looks at Bargura.

BLACK GHOST:
Demon General, why don’t you let me go with the demons to look for the sword.

Bargura looks in thought at the Black Ghost.

BARGURA:
(talks with echo)
Go with the demon brothers and bring back the sword. If you don’t, I’ll destroy you.

The Black Ghost nods his head in agreement.

Bargura snaps his fingers.

The chain vanishes.
The Black Ghost stands up and walks next to the Bat demons.
The Black Ghost, the Bat demons walk to the cave opening and
goes in. Exits.

INT. CAVE - LOWER HELL

Enormous cave with one thousand openings.
The Bat demons, the Black Ghost enter walks, stops and looks
around the cave in thought.
The Bat demons split into groups of four and goes into
different caves. Exits.

INT. CAVE - LOWER HELL

Four Bat demons, the Black Ghost enter, walks, stops and
looks down at giant HOLE in the floor.
The Black Ghost grabs a Bat demon’s arm and swings it into
the others.
They all fall down the hole. Exits.
We see GOLD LIGHT shine from the hole.
We HEAR EXPLOSION. BOOM.
Four DEMON SPIRITS enter, floats out of the hole and
vanishes.
The Black Ghost leaps in. Exits.

INT. CAVE - LOWER HELL - DARKNESS

Giant cave on walls CRAVING of MAN with WINGS stands on a
cloud, SWORD over top of thousands of MEN and WOMEN with
wings in laying position.
CRAVINGS of a MAN holds a sword with ENERGY around it and MAN
stands with claws over hands.
The SWORD OF LIGHT, double edge katana, GOLD BLADE GLOWS
hovers in place.
The Black Ghost enters, lands on the floor and stares at the
sword.
BLACK GHOST:
How can a sword float on its own
and what makes the blade glow like
that?

The GOLD CROSS shines through the armor and stops.
The BLADE shines brightly and stops.
The sword floats to the wall and points at a craving.
The Black Ghost looks at the sword, walks to the wall and
looks at the craving.

BLACK GHOST:
It looks like an angel watching
other angels fall and a sword
falling at them. Your the
Archangel’s sword.

The Black Ghost looks at the sword.
The BLADE shines brightly and stops.
The sword floats to the floor and craves into it.
ON FLOOR
sword of light
The Black Ghost looks at the floor.

BLACK GHOST:
Your name is the Sword of light.
The BLADE shines brightly and stops.
The sword float to the wall and points at a craving.
The Black Ghost looks at the craving.

BLACK GHOST:
The cravings looks like a man holds
a sword, they combine their soul
energy and it goes into the sword.
The BLADE shines brightly and stops.
The sword floats to the floor and craves into it.
ON FLOOR
spiritual blade technique
The Black Ghost looks down at the floor.

BLACK GHOST:
Spiritual blade technique.

The BLADE shines brightly and stops.

The sword floats in front of the Black Ghost and hovers in place.

He grabs the sword.

BLUE, GOLD SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
Spiritual blade technique!

BLUE and GOLD ENERGY encases the sword and EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost and the sword are knocked to the floor.

The Black Ghost stands up.

The sword lifts off the floor, floats to the wall and points at the craving.

The Black Ghost walks to the wall and looks at the craving.

BLACK GHOST:
A man channels his soul energy, an energy claws form over his hands.

The BLADE shines brightly and stops.

The sword floats to the floor and craves into it.

ON FLOOR
claws of energy

The Black Ghost looks down at the craving.

BLACK GHOST:
Claws of energy.

The BLADE shines brightly and stops.

BLUE SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
Claws of energy!

BLUE ENERGY appears over his hands and EXPLODES. BOOM.
The Black Ghost flies backwards, crashes into the wall and drops to the floor.

SUBTITLE FADES IN: MONTHS LATER

The Black Ghost holds the sword as BLUE, GOLD SMOKE flows off him and stops.

    BLACK GHOST:
    Spiritual blade technique!

BLUE, GOLD ENERGY encases the sword and vanishes.

The Black Ghost lets the sword go.

It hovers in place.

BLUE SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

    BLACK GHOST:
    Claws of energy!

BLUE ENERGY CLAWS appears over his hands and vanishes.

The Black Ghost looks at the sword and bows.

    BLACK GHOST:
    Thank you sword, your one great teacher. This new training will help with the fight against the Army of Hell.

The BLADE shines brightly and stops.

Bargura enters, stops and stares hatefully at the Black Ghost.

    BARGURA:
    (talks with echo)
    If you don’t hand over the sword, you can start the fight with me.

The Black Ghost glances at Bargura and grabs the sword.

Bargura opens his hand.

A GRAY AXE double sided appears in it.

They run and stops.

A fierce evenly matched weapons battle begins between the Black Ghost and Bargura.
Bargura does a sideward axe swing and strikes the Black Ghost’s armor stomach area.

The Black Ghost is knocked to the ground.

Bargura raises his hand.

In the air giant GRAY ENERGY BALL appears and hovers in place.

Bargura points at the Black Ghost.

The ball drops an EXPLODES on the Black Ghost. BOOM.

He grabs the armor body area, painfully holds it, stands up and lets the sword go.

The sword floats and does downward slash.

Bargura uses the axe and blocks.

BLUE SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
(yells)
Claws of energy.

BLUE ENERGY CLAWS appears over the Black Ghost’s hands.

The Black Ghost runs, does an uppercut claw slash and strikes Bargura’s chin.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

Bargura is knocked up into the air, opens its wings and hovers in place.

The Black Ghost opens his hand.

The sword floats and goes into it.

Bargura opens his mouth.

A GRAY ENERGY SOUND WAVE comes out an EXPLODES into the Black Ghost. BOOM.

The Black Ghost is knocked to the floor, grabs the armor body area and painfully holds it.

GRAY ENERGY encases the axe.

Bargura flies, stops, does downward axe swing as he lands and strikes the Black Ghost’s armor chest area.
The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost lays motionless.

The sword comes out the Black Ghost’s hand, floats in front of Bargura, hovers in place.

The BLADE shines very brightly and stops.

Bargura grabs its eyes and painfully holds them.

The Black Ghost stands up, grabs the sword, BLUE, GOLD SMOKE flows off him and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
Spiritual blade technique!

BLUE and GOLD ENERGY encases the sword.

The Black Ghost does sideward sword slash and strike Bargura’s armor stomach area. CLING.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

Bargura is incinerated.

A DEMON SPIRIT floats in the air and vanishes.

The GOLD LIGHT appears around the Black Ghost.

They vanish.

EXT. FIELD - RAIN FOREST - MORNING

The GOLD LIGHT and the Black Ghost holds the sword appears.

The light vanishes.

The Black Ghost looks at the opening on the Aztec temple and walks in. Exits.

INT. CORRIDOR - AZTEC TEMPLE

LAMPS hung from the ceiling.

The Black Ghost enters, walks, looks around, sees the shrine opening and goes in. Exits.
INT. LAB - SHRINE - AZTEC TEMPLE

The cloning chambers with CLONES, 18, males wears BODY ARMOR inside them.

The Demon Scientists stare pleased at the cloning chambers.

The Black Ghost enters, stops, stares at the Demon Scientists and the cloning chambers.

BLACK GHOST:
What are you doing to those people.

The Demon Scientists turns around and stares shocked at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost stares at their eyes.

BLACK GHOST:
Demons I should have know.

The Demon Scientists #1 points.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Stalker what are doing here, guards.

Nineteen Demon clones hold weapons enters, runs and surround the Black Ghost.

He looks around at them.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Demon brothers kill the stalker.

The Demon Scientists run to the opening and goes out. Exits.

The Black Ghost attacks with relentless sword slashes and strikes the Demon clones.

They turn into ash.

DEMON SPIRITS float in the air and vanishes.

BLANA: (O.S.)
yells, talks with squeaky voice
Stalker on top of the temple is were I’ll be. If your not afraid come face me.

The Black Ghost runs to opening and goes out. Exits.
INT. CORRIDOR - AZTEC TEMPLE

The Black Ghost enters, runs to the opening and goes out. Exits.

EXT. FIELD - RAIN FOREST - MORNING

The Black Ghost enters, stops, stares at the temple, runs and does superhuman jumps repeatedly on the temple. Exits.

EXT. ROOF - AZTEC TEMPLE

The Black Ghost enters, lands on the temple and stares at the Demon clone #1.

The Demon clone #1 opens his hand.

A BLACK SPEAR appears in it.

BLANA: (O.S.)
(talks with squeaky voice)
No need to guess, I am General Blana and this is true. Stalker for all of hell, I’ll destroy you.

They run and stops.

A fierce evenly matched weapons battle begins between the Black Ghost and Demon clone #1.

The Demon clone #1 does sideward spear swing and strikes the Black Ghost’s armor side area.

The Black Ghost grabs the armor side area and painfully holds it.

The Demon clone #1 lifts the spear and points it.

A BLACK ENERGY SPEAR HEAD appears, flies an EXPLODE into the Black Ghost armor chest area. BOOM.

He falls on the temple, grabs the armor chest area and painfully holds it.

BLACK ENERGY encases the spear.

The Demon clone #1 runs, raises the spear, does downward swing and strikes the Black Ghost’s armor body area.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.
The Black Ghost grabs the armor body area, painfully holds it and lets the sword go.

The sword floats in front of the Demon clone #1 and hovers in place.

The BLADE shines very brightly and stops.

The Demon clone #1 reaches up, grabs his eyes and painfully holds them.

The Black Ghost stands up, BLUE SMOKE flows off the him and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
(yells)
Spiritual fighting technique!

BLUE ENERGY encases the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost runs, does an uppercut punch and strikes the Demon clone #1 chin.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Demon clone #1 is incinerated.

The Black Ghost opens his hand.

The sword floats and goes into it.

RED LIGHT flashes and stops.

In true form stands BLANA holds the spear.

BLANA:
(talks with squeaky voice)
Now that the flesh is true, stalker death comes for you.

The Black Ghost stares at Blana.

Blana’s EYES GLOWS brightly.

BLACK ENERGY BEAMS comes out of them ZAP an EXPLODES into the Black Ghost. BOOM.

He’s knocked onto the temple, grabs the armor body area and painfully holds it.

Blana raises his hand.
In the sky giant BLACK ENERGY BALL appears and hovers in place.

Blana points.

The ball drops an EXPLODES on the Black Ghost. BOOM.

He lays motionless.

Blana looks pleased at the Black Ghost.

The GOLD CROSS shines through the armor and stops.

The Black Ghost sits up and stares at Blana.

Blana looks in disbelief at the Black Ghost.

BLANA:
(talks with squeaky voice)
What my eyes see can’t be true.
With a dark magic ball attack, the stalker should be through.

The Black Ghost looks at the sky.

BLACK GHOST:
(yells)
Angel spiritual merge!

In spirit form the Archangel appears and goes inside the Black Ghost.

IVORY ENERGY encases the Black Ghost and stops.

The Black Ghost stands up.

The BLADE shines brightly and stops.

ARCHANGEL: (O.S.)
It’s good to battle with you Sword of light again.

The Black Ghost runs superhuman fast IVORY FLASH, appears, does a sideways sword slash and strikes Blana’s armor chest area. CLING.

Blana knocked onto the temple.

BLUE, IVORY, GOLD SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
(loud)
Ah!
Enormous BLUE, IVORY and GOLD ENERGY BALL appears around the Black Ghost.

BLACK GHOST:
(yells)
Spiritual explosion.

The ball EXPLODES. BOOM.
Blana is incinerated.

A DEMON SPIRIT floats in the air and vanishes.
In spirit form the Archangel appears and vanishes.
The temple shakes wildly and starts to fall apart.
The Black Ghost runs and does superhuman leap. Exits.

EXT. FIELD - RAIN FOREST
In the sky a HELICOPTER hovers in place.
The Black Ghost enters, lands on the ground and looks up at the helicopter.
The helicopter flies and vanishes in the distances.
We see the temple collapse. BOOM.
It’s destroyed.
The GOLD LIGHT appears around the Black Ghost.
They vanish.

INT. HELICOPTER - SKY
The Demon Scientists sit.
In spirit form the Dark Lord appears and hovers in place.
The Demon Scientists stare in wait at the Dark Lord.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
This stalker is starting to become a problem. Demon Scientists it’s time to use the humans and get what we need to make the clone army.
(MORE)
DARK LORD: (cont'd)

Start a company called HelCorp in Washington and have some of the military general come to see the clones.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Yes Dark Lord and what about the stalker?

DARK LORD:
(talk with snake tongue)
I’ll have some of my human followers open the portal and release General Tholl to destroy him.

The Dark Lord vanishes.

INT. ROOM - HELCORP BUILDING - WASHINGTON - MORNING

Large room with two computers on the table.

Demon Scientist #2, Demon Scientist #8 wear SUNGLASSES sits at the table and pushes keys on the computers.

DEMON CLONE #2, 18, white male wears HELCORP ARMOR, SUNGLASSES holds AXE and DEMON CLONE #3, 18, white male wears HELCORP ARMOR, SUNGLASSES holds SWORD stands.

SUBTITLE FADES IN: HELCORP BUILDING, WASHINGTON

We see the door open.

Five GENERALS, mid 40, American and the Demon Scientist #1 wear SUNGLASSES enters, walk, stops and stares curiously at the Demon clones.

The Demon Scientist #1 smiles at the Generals.

The Generals looks in wait at the Demon Scientist #1.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Generals welcome to the HelCorp building, the super soldier clones technology will make the military unstoppable. Instead of talking about the clones you can see them in action.

The Demon Scientist #1 and the Generals look in wait at the Demon clones.
A fierce evenly matched weapons battle begins between the Demon clone #2 and the Demon clone #3. CLING.

The Demon clone #2 does sideward axe swing and strikes the Demon clone #3 armor chest area.

The Demon clone #3 falls on the floor, stands up an attacks with relentless sword slashes.

The Demon clone #2 uses the axe and blocks.

The Demon clone #3 does superhuman jump, raises the sword, does a downward slash as he lands and cuts the Demon clone #2 in half.

The Demon clone #2 turns into ash.

The Demon clone #3 bows at the Generals and the Demon Scientists #1.

The Generals CLAP and looks amazed at the Demon Scientist #1.

GENERAL:
You scientists will get all the funding you need to make clone soldiers for the military.

The Generals walk to the door, opens it and goes out. Exits.

We see the door close.

In spirit form the Dark Lord appears and hovers by the Demon Scientist #1.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
When the generals come back to see the clones have their flesh taken over.

The Demon Scientist #1 nods his head in agreement.

DARK LORD:
(talk with snake tongue)
I want a clone made for Sorve and Kylah encase General Tholl loses to the stalker.

The Demon Scientist #1 nods his head in agreement.
EXT. VILLAGE - ROMANIA - NIGHT

Full RED MOON shines brightly over small village with houses divided by dirt path leads to CASTLE in the distance.

Forty VILLAGERS wears black robes, WOMAN #2 wears red robe dance and CHANTS around a FIRE.

They stop and stare in wait at the fire.

SUBTITLE FADES IN: THE SPIDER COVENANT, ROMANIA

In spirit form the Dark Lord appears and hovers over the fire.

The villagers, the Woman #2 drop to their knees and bows repeatedly.

The Dark Lord looks pleased at them.

    DARK LORD:
      Raise my servants.

The villagers, Woman #2 stand up and stares in wait at the Dark Lord.

    DARK LORD:
      Tonight you will have the ceremony of the spider at the castle. Use the old dark magic chant and receive the gift of ever lasting life.

Everyone looks excitedly at the Dark Lord.

The Dark Lord vanishes.

Everyone walks. Exits.

EXT. PATH - ROMANIA

They enters, walks to castle with open door and goes in. Exits.

INT. ROOM - CASTLE - ROMANIA

Large room has ALTER, PENTAGRAM on the floor, ten STATUES black widow spider and CANDLES burn on METAL STANDS.

They enters, walks, stops and looks in wait at the alter.
The Woman #2 walks to the alter, turns around and looks pleased at the villager.

**WOMAN #2:**
Let us say the old dark magic chant and receive our gift from the master.

Everyone says a CHANT.

The PENTAGRAM RED GLOW and stops.

Twenty DEMON SPIRITS appear, floats and goes into the women

Their EYES RED GLOW.

A Demon spirit goes into the Woman #2.

Her EYES BLACK GLOW.

The DEMON WOMAN #2 looks sinisterly at the DEMON WOMEN.

**THOLL: (O.S.)**
(talks with hissing sound)
Demon sisters feed on these worthless men souls.

The Demon women tackles the men to the floor and opens their mouth.

The men SCREAM in terror.

We HEAR the sound of SUCKING.

BLUE SMOKE flows off the men and goes into the Demon women mouth.

The men turns into DUST PILES.

The Demon women stands up and raises their hands in the air.

Giant RED SPIDER WEB appears over the room.

The Black Ghost enters, walks, stops and stares at the web.

The Demon Woman #2 looks hatefully at the Black Ghost.

**THOLL: (O.S.)**
(talks with hissing sound)
Demon sisters get the stalker.

The Demon women lifts their hands.
A RED COCOON appears around the Black Ghost.

The Demon women lower their hands.

The Cocoon EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost is knocked into the web.

He’s trapped.

The Demon Woman #2 looks cunningly at the Black Ghost and snaps her fingers.

The web EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost is knocked to the floor and lays face down motionless.

The sword comes out the Black Ghost’s hand, floats in front of the Demon women and hovers in place.

They look surprised at the sword.

The Demon Woman #2 stares in thought, does gravity defying jump, lands on the ceiling, stands upside down and watches in wait.

The sword attacks with relentless slashes and strike the Demon women.

The Demon women turns into ash.

DEMON SPIRITS float in the air and vanishes.

The Black Ghost stands up and opens his hand.

The sword floats and goes into it.

The Demon Woman #2 drops to the floor, stares revengefully at the Black Ghost and opens her hand.

A RED FLAIL with three SPIKE BALL appears in it.

She lifts the flail.

RED WEB NET appears and hovers in place.

The Demon Woman #2 points the flail at the Black Ghost.

The web net flies, wraps around the Black Ghost and EXPLODES. BOOM.
He’s knocked to the floor, grabs the armor body area and painfully holds it.

RED ENERGY encases the flail.

The Demon Woman #2 does gravity defying jump, raises the flail, does downward swing as she lands and strikes the floor.

RED WEB ENERGY WAVE flows over the floor an EXPLODES into the Black Ghost. BOOM.

The Black Ghost lays motionless.

The Demon Woman #2 walks to the Black Ghost and looks in thought at him

The Black Ghost lifts the sword.

The BLADE shines very brightly and stops.

The Demon Woman #2 grabs her eyes and painfully holds them.

The Black Ghost stands up, BLUE, GOLD SMOKE flows off him and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
Spiritual blade technique!

BLUE and GOLD ENERGY encases the sword.

The Black Ghost does sideward sword slash and strikes the Demon Woman #2 stomach.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

She’s incinerated.

RED LIGHT flashes and stops.

In true form stands THOLL holds six RED WEB FLAILS with three SPIKE BALLS.

The Black Ghost looks at the ceiling.

BLACK GHOST:
(yells)
Angel spiritual merge!

In spirit form the Archangel appears and goes inside the Black Ghost.

IVORY ENERGY encases the Black Ghost and stops.
Tholl spits RED WEB on the Black Ghost lenses.
He reaches up, grabs the lenses and stumbles around blindly.
Tholl runs an attacks with relentless flail swings and
strikes the Black Ghost.
The Black Ghost is knocked to the floor.
Tholl lifts the flails.
In the air six RED WEB ENERGY BALLS appear and hovers in
place.
Tholl lowers the flails.
The balls drop one by one an EXPLODES on the Black Ghost.
BOOM.
He’s lays motionless.
Tholl looks pleased at the Black Ghost.
The GOLD CROSS shines through the armor and stops.
The Black Ghost sits up.
Tholl stares in disbelief at the Black Ghost.

THOLL:
(talks with hissing sound)
Six dark magic ball should have
killed him.

The Black Ghost stands up, runs an attacks with relentless
sword slashes.
Tholl uses the flails and blocks.
The Black Ghost does an uppercut sword slash and strikes
Tholl’s chin.
Tholl falls on the floor.
IVORY, BLUE SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
(loud)
Ah!

Enormous IVORY and BLUE ENERGY BALL appears around the Black
Ghost.
BLACK GHOST:
(yells)
Spiritual explosion.

The ball EXPLODES. BOOM.

Tholl is incinerated.

Most of the castle is destroyed.

We can see outside.

A DEMON SPIRIT floats in the air and vanishes.

In spirit form the Archangel appears and hovers in place.

The Black Ghost looks at the Archangel.

ARCHANGEL:
Get ready stalker for this next battle will be the hardest you've ever faced.

The Archangel vanishes.

The GOLD LIGHT appears around the Black Ghost.

They vanish.

INT. LAB - HELCORP BUILDING - WASHINGTON - AFTERNOON

Large warehouse with computers on tables, a giant PENTAGRAM on the floor an one hundred CLONING CHAMBERS with CLONES, 18, males wears HELCORP ARMOR inside them.

We see CURTAIN around a CLONING CHAMBER.

Closed HUNGER DOORS can be seen.

The Demon Scientists wears SUNGLASSES stands and looks proudly at the cloning chambers.

The Demon Scientist #1 looks excitedly at the others.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Demon brothers and sisters the generals are outside in the back yard. Lets give them what they come for.

The Demon Scientists grins, walk to the hunger doors, opens them and goes out. Exits.
EXT. BACK YARD - HELCORP BUILDING

The sun shines over giant yard with PENTAGRAM on the ground.

The five Generals stands and looks in wait at the hunger doors.

The Demon Scientists enters and walks next to the Generals.

The Demon Scientists say a CHANT.

The PENTAGRAM red glow and stops.

One hundred and six DEMON SPIRITS appear, hovers in place.

The Generals looks in terror at them.

Demon spirits floats and goes inside the Generals.

Their EYES RED GLOW.

The DEMON GENERALS and Demon scientists watch in wait.

The Demon spirits float and goes into the hunger door. Exits.

One hundred DEMON CLONES, RED EYES GLOW holds WEAPONS enters, marches out the hunger doors and stands in military ranks.

The Demon scientists and Demon Generals looks pleased at the clones.

The GOLD LIGHT and the Black Ghost holds the sword appears.

The light vanishes.

The Black Ghost stares at the Demon Scientists, the Demon Generals and the Demon clones.

The Demon Scientists looks hatefully at the Black Ghost and runs behind the Demon clones.

The Demon Scientists #1 points.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Demon brothers kill the stalker.

The Demon scientists runs and goes in the hunger doors. Exits.

Ten Demon clones runs at the Black Ghost.
The Black Ghost attacks with relentless sword slash and strikes the Demon clones.

They turn into ash.

DEMON SPIRITS floats in the air and vanishes.

The Demon Generals, the Demon clones runs and surrounds the Black Ghost.

BLUE, GOLD SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

   BLACK GHOST:
   (yells)
   Ah!

Enormous BLUE and GOLD ENERGY BALL appears around the Black Ghost.

   BLACK GHOST:
   Spiritual explosion!

The ball EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Demon Generals and Demon clones are incinerated.

DEMON SPIRITS floats in the air and vanishes.

We HEAR FOOTSTEPS.

The Black Ghost stares at the hunger doors.

DEMON CLONE X, black male, two heads, four arms, CLAWS, EYES BLACK GLOW, seven feet wears HELCORP ARMOR enters, walks out the hunger doors,

stops and stares hatefully at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost stares at the Demon clone X.

They run and stops.

A fierce evenly matched weapons battle begins between the Black Ghost and the Demon clone X.

The Demon clone X uses bottom hands, grabs the Black Ghost wrists, uses top hands, does relentless claw slashes, strikes the Black Ghost and lets go.

The Black Ghost is dazed.

Giant PURPLE ENERGY BALL appears around the Demon clone X.
The ball EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost is knocked to the ground, grabs the armor body area and painfully holds it.

PURPLE ENERGY encases the Demon clone X.

The Demon clone X runs and kicks the Black Ghost in the side.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost lays motionless.

The Demon clone X walks next to the Black Ghost and looks in though at him.

The Black Ghost lets go of the sword.

The sword floats up and hovers in place.

The BLADE shines very brightly and stops.

The Demon clone X grabs their eyes and painfully hold them.

The Black Ghost stands up, BLUE SMOKE flows off of him and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
Spiritual fighting technique!

BLUE ENERGY encases the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost does double uppercut punch and strikes the Demon clone X chins.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Demon clone X is incinerated.

A RED LIGHT flashes and stops.

In true form stands SORVE and KYLAH, male, wolf features, two heads, four arms, long claws, BLACK EYES GLOW, seven feet wears SILVER ARMOR.

The Black Ghost stares at Sorve and Kylah, shakes his head in disbelief an opens his hand.

The sword floats and goes into it.

The Black Ghost looks at the sky.
BLACK GHOST:
(Yells)
Angel spiritual merge!

In spirit form the Archangel appears and goes inside the Black Ghost.

IVORY ENERGY encases the Black Ghost and stops.

The Black Ghost runs, does superhuman jump and raises the sword.

Sorve and Kylah open their mouths.

PURPLE ENERGY HOWL WAVES comes out an EXPLODES into the Black Ghost. BOOM.

He’s knocked backwards, falls on the ground, grabs the armor body area, painfully holds it and slowly stands up.

PURPLE ENERGY appears over Sorve and Kylah bottom claws.

They run, does double uppercut claw slash and strikes the Black Ghost mask chin area.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost is knocked to the ground, grabs the mask chin area and painfully holds it.

Sorve and Kylah frowns at the Black Ghost.

SORVE:
(talks with howl)
So you’re the new stalker.

KYLAH:
This man will be no challenge for us, he’s to weak.

The Black Ghost stands up, BLUE, GOLD SMOKE flows off of him and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
Spiritual blade technique!

BLUE and GOLD ENERGY encases the sword.

The Black Ghost runs superhuman fast IVORY FLASH, appears, does sideward sword slash, strikes Sorve and Kylah stomach.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.
Sorve and Kylah are knocked to the ground.

IVORY, BLUE, GOLD SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
    (loud)
    Ah!

Enormous IVORY, BLUE and GOLD ENERGY BALL appears around the Black Ghost.

BLACK GHOST:
    (yells)
    Spiritual explosion.

The ball EXPLODES. BOOM.

Sorve and Kylah lays motionless.

The back of the Helcorp building EXPLODES into flames.

Sorve and Kylah sits up, looks angrily at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost looks at Sorve and Kylah, shakes his head in disbelief.

BLACK GHOST:
    That demon isn’t like the others
    that spiritual explosion should
    have sent them back to hell.

They stand up, grins at the Black Ghost and nods their heads pleased.

SORVE:
    (talks with howl)
    You put up a good fight stalker but
    you will die.

KYLAH:
    Like all the other who have face
    us, our turn.

Sorve and Kylah lifts its paws.

In the sky four enormous PURPLE ENERGY BALLS appears and hovers in place.

They lower the paws.

A ball drops an EXPLODES on the Black Ghost. BOOM.
He knocked to the ground, grabs the mask head area and painfully holds it.

The balls drop one by one and EXPLODES on the Black Ghost. BOOM.

He lays motionless.

Sorve and Kylah smiles at the Black Ghost.

The GOLD CROSS shines through the armor and stops.

Sorve and Kylah stares in disbelief at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost stands up, stares at Sorve and Kylah.

ARCHANGEL: (O.S.)
I see you two still think your unstoppable. How about a game of energy slam to see who’s the strongest between you two and the stalker.

Sorve and Kylah smiles, nods their heads in agreement.

BLACK GHOST:
What’s energy slam.

ARCHANGEL: (O.S.)
Do the spiritual fighting technique and run into them.

BLUE SMOKE flows off of the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
Spiritual fighting technique!

BLUE ENERGY encases the Black Ghost.

PURPLE ENERGY encases Sorve and Kylah.

The Black Ghost, Sorve and Kylah runs into each other.

The energies EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost, Sorve and Kylah are knocked to the ground, lays motionless.

BLACK MIST appears around Sorve and Kylah.

They vanish.

In spirit form the Archangel appears and vanishes.
The GOLD LIGHT appears around the Black Ghost.
They vanish.

INT. HELICOPTER - SKY
The Demon scientists sit.
In spirit form the Dark Lord appears and hovers in place.
The Demon Scientists stare in wait at the Dark Lord.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
How can this be possible for the stalker to still be alive, the twins have never failed.

The Demon Scientist #1 looks cunningly at the Dark Lord.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Dark Lord the stalker may have stop us this time but we can always make more clones.

The Dark Lord stares in thought at the Demon Scientist #1.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
That’s true an all of this started in a place called Akron where I first met the stalker. Set a trap for him by putting a HelCorp building there.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Yes Dark Lord and we can use the picture box to show the stalker as a bad guy who keeps attacking us.

The Dark Lord looks excitedly at the Demon Scientist #1.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
Great idea, have a HelCorp building in China ready after he has taken the bait.
INT. LAB - HUNTING STORE - AKRON - MORNING

Joe, Sherry sits at the table and stares interested at the TV.

TV - NEWS PROGRAM

Small warehouse surrounded by METAL FENCE.

JACKIE OWENS, 25 white female holds microphone and the Demon Scientist #1 wears SUNGLASSES stands.

Jackie lifts the microphone to her mouth.

    JACKIE OWENS:
    This is Jackie Owens coming to you from the new HelCorp building in Akron, Ohio. The Head scientist would like to tell us about the old building and the man they say is responsible for destroying it.

Jackie point the microphone at the Demon Scientist #1.

    DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
    The HelCorp building was blown up by a terrorist called the Black Ghost. We’re scientists trying to help humankind and we can’t if a mad man is trying to kill us.

Jackie looks shocked at the Demon Scientist #1 and puts the microphone up to her mouth.

    JACKIE OWENS:
    The military had this to say, the HelCorp building is under the American governments protection. Black Ghost if you attack or destroy the new building you’ll be punished by a military court. If any one sees him please call the local police in your area because he’s said to be armed and dangerous.

Joe picks up the remote control and pushes the button.

The TV cuts off.

Sherry and Joe looks worried at each other.
SHERRY:
Joe I hope Marquis is alright we haven’t seen him in a long time.

JOE:
So do I dear but from what the news said he’s in a lot of trouble.

The GOLD LIGHT and the Black Ghost holds the sword appears.
The light vanishes.

Sherry and Joe looks surprised, stand up and smiles at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost lets go of the sword.
The sword floats and hovers in place.
The BLADE shines brightly and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
Sherry and Joe this is Sword of light.

Sherry and Joe look amazed at the sword.

JOE:
I’ve never seen a sword that moves on its own before and I wonder what makes the blade glow.

The Black Ghost LAUGHS as he takes the mask off.

Marquis smiles at Sherry and Joe.

Sherry looks in thought at Marquis.

SHERRY:
Where have you been all this time Marquis? The news said a company called HelCorp has moved here to Akron an a scientist called you a terrorist.

Marquis looks shocked at Sherry.

MARQUIS:
(angrily)
What, it’s almost like these demons and trying to be funny or something.
Joe and Sherry looks in disbelief at Marquis.

JOE:
Demons, what are you talking about Marquis?

Marquis looks in thought at Joe.

MARQUIS:
That’s were I’ve been fighting HelCorp a company ran by demons who wants to takeover the world.

Joe looks in thought at Marquis.

JOE:
Now I understand why that scientist wanted everyone to believe you’re a bad guy.

Marquis looks happily at Sherry and Joe.

MARQUIS:
Guys can I borrow some of your hunting clothes to go visit my family.

Sherry smiles at Marquis.

SHERRY:
No problem Marquis go ahead and you can change over there in the rest room.

Sherry points at a door and lowers her hand.

Marquis glances at the door, walks to a rack, grabs a shirt, pants, boots, walks to the door, opens it and goes in. Exits.

We see the door close.

We see the door open.

Marquis enters, holds the battle armor, walks next to Joe and Sherry.

She takes the battle armor.

MARQUIS:
Thank you and can I use your van.

JOE:
Sure here’s the keys.
Joe goes in his pocket, pulls out the keys and throws them. Marquis catches them and waves. Sherry and Joe waves. Marquis walks to the door, opens it and goes out. Exits.

EXT. PARKING LOT - HUNTING STORE
Marquis enters, walks to the van and gets in.
The van drives away.

EXT. MOUNT PEACE CEMETERY - AFTERNOON - AKRON
The van drives in and parks.

Marquis gets out, walks to Susan and Junior tombstones, stares excitedly at them and kneels down in front of Junior’s tombstone.

MARQUIS:
Hello son my life has changed as I go around fighting demons now. Sometimes I wish they would all go back to hell and leave us humans alone but that will never happen. Their leader the Dark Lord will stop at nothing to takeover the world.

Marquis grins at Susan’s tombstone.

MARQUIS:
Hello dear I love and miss you so much. Sorry I haven’t been to visit you in a long time. Traveling the world fighting demons doesn’t give you much time to do anything else. I want to stay longer but the Black Ghost has demons to stop.

Marquis smiles, stands up, walks to the van and gets in.
The van drives away.

EXT. HUNTING STORE - PARKING LOT - AKRON - EVENING
The van drives in and parks.
Marquis gets out, walks to the door, opens it and goes in. Exits.

INT. LAB - HUNTING STORE
The battle armor and CLEAR SWORD CASE sits on the table.
Sherry and Joe sits at the table.
The sword hovers in place.
Marquis enters and closes the door.
The BLADE shines brightly and stops.
Sherry and Joe looks excitedly at Marquis.
Marquis walks to the table, puts the keys on it, looks in wait at Sherry and Joe.
Joe points at the mask.

JOE:
We added night vision to the lenses and they works on their own.

Sherry points at the sword case.

SHERRY:
This case will let the sword watch over your back at all times.

Marquis looks gratefully at Sherry and Joe.

MARQUIS:
Thank you guys for everything.

Joe and Sherry smiles at Marquis.
Marquis grabs the battle armor, sword case, walks to the door, opens it and goes in. Exits.
We see the door close.
We see the door open.
The Black Ghost holds the clothes, boots enters, walks to the table and puts them on it.
The sword floats and goes into the case.
The GOLD LIGHT appears around the Black Ghost.
They vanish.

EXT. PARKING LOT - HELCORP BUILDING - AKRON - NIGHT

The GOLD LIGHT and the Black Ghost appears.

The light vanishes.

The LENSES green glow as the Black Ghost walks to a door, opens it and goes in. Exits.

INT. LAB - HELCORP BUILDING

The room is dark with a back DOOR.

In front of the door stands the Demon Scientists and ten DEMON CLONES, 18, males, RED EYES GLOW wears HELCORP ARMOR.

The Black Ghost enters, closes the door, walks, stops, stares at the Demon scientists and Demon clones.

They stares hatefully at the Black Ghost.

The lights cut on.

The LENSES stops glowing.

The Demon Scientist #1 points.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
We see you’ve made it stalker and we have new technology to show you like the HelCorp flying camera.

The roof slides open.

We can see the night sky CLOUDS form, RAIN falls very hard and LIGHTING BOLTS flash.

The Black Ghost looks up at the roof.

A HELCORP CAMERA enters, flies over the roof opening, hovers in place, the lens open, adjust and focuses.

The Black Ghost looks at the Demon Scientists.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
We hope you like the new clone flesh also.

The Demon scientists open the door and goes out. Exits.
RAIN WATER starts to cover the floor.

A Demon clone slowly walks in front of the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost grabs the sword, does uppercut sword slash and strikes the Demon clone’s chin. CLING.

The Demon clone smiles at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost shakes his head in disbelief.

   BLACK GHOST:
   That demon’s skin is like metal.

BLUE, GOLD SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

   BLACK GHOST:
   (loud)
   Spiritual blade technique!

BLUE and GOLD ENERGY encases the sword.

The Black Ghost does sideward sword slash and strikes the Demon clone.

The Demon clone is knocked to the floor.

The Black Ghost runs an attacks with relentless sword slashes and strikes eight demon clones.

They’re knocked to the floor.

The Black Ghost does and uppercut sword slash and strikes a Demon clone’s chin.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Demon clone is knocked to the floor.

The Demon clones very slowly stand up and looks revengefully at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost stares at the Demon clones.

We HEAR the SOUND of THUNDER roar.

The Black Ghost looks at the sky, looks at the water covering the floor, runs to the door and goes out Exits.

We see the door close.

The Demon clones look shocked at the door.
The floor is covered in water.

The Demon clones look in thought at the water and looks shocked at the sky.

From the sky a LIGHTING BOLT comes through the roof opening ZAP an EXPLODES on the Demon clones and the floor. BOOM.

The Demon clones and the building is destroyed.

DEMON SPIRITS float in the air and vanishes.

EXT. OUTSIDE - HELCORP BUILDING

In the sky a helicopter hovers in place.

The LENSES green glow as the Black Ghost stares at the helicopter.

It flies and vanishes in the distance.

The Black Ghost stares at the ground.

BLACK GHOST:
Those Demon scientists have got away again.

In the sky DEMON CLONE #4, 18, green male, wings, BLACK EYES GLOW wears HELCORP ARMOR enters, flies and lands behind the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost turns around.

The Demon clone #4 spits BLACK LIQUID on the lenses.

The Black Ghost grabs the lenses.

The Demon clone #4 opens its hand.

A GREEN SICKLE four blades appears in it.

The Demon clone #4 does sideward sickle swing and strikes the Black Ghost’s armor chest area.

The Black Ghost is knocked to the ground, grabs the armor chest area and painfully holds it.

The Demon clone #4 does relentless sickle swing and strikes the Black Ghost’s armor body area.

He grabs the armor body area and painfully holds it.
The sword comes out the Black Ghost’s hand, floats in front of the Demon clone #4 and hovers in place.

The BLADE shines very brightly and stops.

The Demon clone #4 reaches up, grabs its eyes and painfully holds them.

The Black Ghost wipes off the lenses, stands up, BLUE SMOKE flows off him and stops.

   BLACK GHOST:
   Spiritual fighting technique!

BLUE ENERGY encases the Black Ghost.
He runs and punches the Demon clone #4 in the chest.
The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.
The Demon clone #4 is incinerated.
The sword floats and hovers in front of the Black Ghost.
The Black Ghost grabs it.
RED LIGHT flashes and stops.
In true form stand DABADON holds the sickle.
The Black Ghost looks at the sky.

   BLACK GHOST:
   Angel spiritual merge.

In spirit form the Archangel appears and goes inside the Black Ghost.

IVORY ENERGY encases the Black Ghost and stops.
Dabadon, the Black Ghost runs and stops.
A fierce evenly matched weapons battle begins between the Black Ghost and Dabadon.
Dabadon does uppercut sickle swing and strikes the Black Ghost’s mask chin area.
He grabs the mask chin area and painfully holds it.
GREEN ENERGY encases the sickle.
Dabadon does sideward sickle swing and strikes the Black Ghost’s armor body area.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost is knocked to the ground.

Dabadon raises his hand.

In the sky giant GREEN ENERGY BALL appears and hovers in place.

Dabadon lowers his hand.

The ball drops an EXPLODES on the Black Ghost. BOOM.

The Black Ghost lays motionless.

Dabadon looks excitedly at the Black Ghost and raises the sickle in victory.

The GOLD CROSS shines through the armor and stops.

The Black Ghost stands up.

Dabadon looks shocked at the Black Ghost and lowers the sickle.

The Black Ghost runs superhuman fast IVORY FLASH, appears, does uppercut sword slash and strikes Dabadon’s chin.

Dabadon knocked to the ground.

IVORY, BLUE SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

    BLACK GHOST:
    (loud)
    Ah!

Enormous BLUE and IVORY ENERGY BALL appears around the Black Ghost.

    BLACK GHOST:
    (yells)
    Spiritual explosion!

The ball EXPLODES. BOOM.

Dabadon is incinerated.

A DEMON SPIRIT floats in the air and vanishes.

In spirit form the Archangel appears and vanishes.
The Black Ghost looks up at the HelCorp camera.

The lens adjust and focuses.

The Black Ghost does superhuman jump, does uppercut sword slash and cuts the camera in half.

It EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost drops to the ground and puts the sword into the case.

The GOLD LIGHT appears around the Black Ghost.

They vanish.

INT. LAB - HUNTING STORE - MOMENTS LATER

Sherry and Joe sits at the table.

The GOLD LIGHT and the Black Ghost appears.

The light vanishes.

The LENSES stop glowing.

They look sadly at the Black Ghost and frowns.

JOE:
That flying camera has been sending footage to the news and the military sees you as a threat.

SHERRY:
It showed you destroying the HelCorp building, we better get you out of here so in the morning we’re leaving for our yacht on lake Erie.

The Black Ghost stares at the floor.

BLACK GHOST:
I should have known this was a trap.

In spirit form the Guardian Angel appears and hovers next to the Black Ghost.

Sherry, Joe looks in terror at the Guardian Angel and hides under the table.
The Black Ghost looks at the Guardian Angel, looks at Sherry and Joe.

**BLACK GHOST:**
It’s alright guys, this is a Guardian Angel.

They comes from under the table, stands up and looks shocked at the Guardian Angel.

**GUARDIAN ANGEL:**
Stalker you need to go back to China because that’s where the demons have headed.

The Black Ghost nods his head in agreement.

The Guardian Angel vanishes.

INT. HELCORP BUILDING - CHINA - AFTERNOON

Large warehouse with PENTAGRAM on the floor, computers sits on tables, one thousand empty CLONING CHAMBERS an open WINDOW.

**SUBTITLE FADES IN: HELCORP BUILDING, CHINA**

The Demon Scientists work at the cloning chambers.

In spirit form the Dark Lord appears and hovers behind them.

They turn around and looks surprised at the Dark Lord.

**DARK LORD:**
(talks with snake tongue)
Call the Chinese generals and have them meet with you to talk about the clones. Release some of the demon brothers to takeover their flesh. I have a new plan to destroy the stalker.

**DEMON SCIENTIST #1:**
Yes Dark Lord.

A RAVEN enters, flies into the window and lands on the Demon Scientist #1 shoulder.

The Dark Lord floats and goes inside the bird.

Its EYES BLACK GLOW, the beak moves up and down.
DARK LORD: (O.S.)
(talks with snake tongue)
This bird seen the stalker heading
this way in a boat, make a clone
for General Larie.

The Demon Scientist #1 nods his head in agreement.

INT. DECK - YACHT - SOUTH CHINA SEA - DAY

Joe is at the helm and steers.

Marquis stands on the deck and stares happily at the water.

SUBTITLE FADES IN: SOUTH CHINA SEA
We can see a BOAT floating stranded.

Joe looks concerned at Marquis and points at the boat.

JOE:
Marquis it looks like that boat is
in trouble, I’m going to pull along
side of it.

Marquis looks in thought at Joe and nods his head in
agreement.

The yacht pulls along side of the boat and anchors.

Marquis looks shocked at the boat and does superhuman leap.
Exits.

Joe runs on the deck and watches in wait.

EXT. DECK - BOAT

Twenty DEMON MEN wears sunglasses lay motionless.

Marquis enters, lands on the deck and looks concerned at the
Demon men.

The Demon men stands up, takes off the sunglasses, their EYES
RED GLOW stares hatefully at Marquis.

Marquis looks in disbelief at the Demon men.

A Demon man points at Marquis.

DEMON MAN:
Stalker it’s time for you to die.
Three Demon men run at Marquis.

Marquis does relentless punches, kicks and strikes the men.

In a matter of seconds the Demon men are knocked on the deck, grabs their bodies, painfully hold them and stands up.

INT. DECK - YACHT

Joe watches in disbelief.

JOE:
(yells)
Sherry tell the sword to come quick
Marquis is in trouble.

Sherry enters, runs on the deck, stops next to Joe, looks shocked at Marquis and the Demon men.

The sword enters and floats off the yacht. Exits.

INT. DECK - BOAT

The sword enters, floats in front of Marquis and hovers in place.

Marquis grabs the sword, runs, attacks with relentless sword slashes and strikes the Demon men.

They turn into ash.

DEMON SPIRITS floats in the air and vanishes.

DEMON CLONE #5, 18, blue male, BLACK EYES GLOW wears HELCORP ARMOR enters, jumps from the water, lands on the boat and stares hatefully at Marquis.

Marquis stares hatefully at the Demon clone #5.

LARIE: (O.S.)
(talks with gurgle sound)
Stalker I’ve been waiting to destroy you.

The Demon clone #5 opens his hand.

A WATER ENERGY BALL appears and hovers in place.

The Demon clone #5 points.

The ball flies and EXPLODES into Marquis’s stomach. BOOM.
He’s knocked onto the deck, grabs his stomach, painfully holds it and stands up.

The Demon clone #5 opens his hand.

An ICE CLUB appears in it.

Marquis runs.

The Demon clone #5 looks down and spits BLACK INK on the deck.

Marquis slides.

WATER ENERGY encases the club.

The Demon clone #5 does uppercut club swing and strikes Marquis’s chin.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

Marquis is knocked on the deck, grabs his chin and painfully holds it.

The Demon clone #5 does gravity defying jump, raises the club, does downward swing as he lands and strikes the deck.

ICE ENERGY WAVE flows over the deck and EXPLODES into Marquis. BOOM.

He lays motionless.

The sword comes out Marquis’s hand, floats in front of the Demon clone #5 and hovers in place.

The BLADE shines very brightly and stops.

The Demon clone #5 grabs his eyes and painfully holds them.

Marquis stands up, grabs the sword, BLUE, GOLD SMOKE flows off of him and stops.

MARQUIS:
Spiritual blade technique!

BLUE and GOLD ENERGY encases the sword.

Marquis does an uppercut sword slash and strikes the Demon clone #5 chin.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Demon clone #5 is incinerated.
RED LIGHT flashes and stops.

In true form stands LARIE holds the club.

Marquis looks in wait at the sky.

MARQUIS:
   Angel spiritual merge!

In spirit form the Archangel appears and goes inside Marquis.

IVORY ENERGY encases Marquis and stops.

Marquis, Larie runs and stops.

A fierce evenly matched weapons battle begins between Marquis and Larie.

Larie’s HAIR moves attaches to Marquis’s face.

BLACK MIST comes out of them and stops

The hair lets go.

Marquis stands unable to move.

Larie does sideward club swing and strikes Marquis’s chest.

He’s knocked on the deck and lays unable to move.

Larie raises his hand.

In the sky giant ICE ENERGY BALL appears and hovers in place.

Larie lowers his hand.

The ball drops an EXPLODES on Marquis. BOOM.

He lays motionless.

Larie looks pleased at Marquis.

The GOLD CROSS shines through the shirt and stops.

Larie looks in disbelief at Marquis.

Marquis stands up and stares angrily at Larie, runs superhuman fast IVORY FLASH, appears, does relentless sword slashes and strikes Larie.

Larie stands dazed.

BLUE SMOKE flows off of Marquis and stops.
MARQUIS:
Spiritual fighting technique!

BLUE ENERGY encases Marquis.
Marquis punches Larie in the chest.
The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.
Larie is incinerated.
A DEMON SPIRIT floats in the air and vanishes.
In spirit form the Archangel appears and vanishes.
Marquis does superhuman leap. Exits.

EXT. DECK - YACHT
Marquis enters, lands on the deck, looks in wait at Sherry and Joe.
Sherry and Joe looks relieved at Marquis.

SHERRY:
Marquis was those demons.

Marquis looks in thought at Sherry and Joe.

MARQUIS:
Yes, you can always tell by the glowing eyes.

INT. LAB - HELCORP BUILDING - CHINA - EVENING
One thousand cloning chambers with CLONES, 18 males wears HELCORP ARMOR inside them.
We see a door open.
The Demon Scientists, GENERAL YANG, 40, Asian male, four GENERALS, mid 40, Asian males enter, walks to the cloning chambers and looks amazed at them.
Demon Scientist #1 looks cunningly at the Generals.
They stare in wait at the Demon Scientist #1.
DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Generals the super soldier clone
technology will give your country
the advantage making your military
the strongest in the world.

The Generals look excitedly at the Demon Scientist #1.

GENERAL YANG:
You scientist will have unlimited
resources and funding here in
China. What ever you need just ask
and we will make sure you get it.

The Demon Scientists smiles and looks pleased at General Yang.

The Demon Scientist #1 looks sinisterly at the Generals.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
There is one thing we need.

GENERAL YANG:
What ever it is, just name it.

The Demon Scientist #1 looks cunningly at the Demon Scientists and nods his head yes.

The Demon Scientists say CHANT.

The PENTAGRAM RED GLOW and stops.

Five DEMON SPIRITS appears and hovers in place.

The Generals look in terror at them.

The Demon spirits floats and goes inside the Generals.

Their EYES RED GLOW.

In spirit form the Dark Lord appears and hovers in place.

The DEMON GENERALS and Demon Scientists look in wait at the Dark Lord.

DARK LORD:
This is the new plan to destroy the stalker. We’ll hold a tournament of fighters here at the HelCorp building. Demon Generals, you’ll bring one thousand soldier here for the tournament.

(MORE)
DARK LORD: (cont'd)
The demon brother will takeover the
soldier and use the clones for a
back up plan.

The Demon Generals nod their heads in agreement.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
Demon scientist, when the last
battle ends, open the portal and I
want a clone made with the metal
flesh for General Crincalos. All of
this stalker nonsense will end at
the tournament.

The Demon Scientists nods their heads in agreement.

EXT. BACK YARD - HELCORP BUILDING - CHINA - MORNING

BRICK WALL twenty feet surrounds large yard with ten RINGS,
BLEACHER are full of PEOPLE, giant TV SCREEN on the building
with open hunger door and MICROPHONE on STAND.

Four Demon Generals wear SUNGLASSES and one thousand CHINESE
SOLDIERS stands by the building.

SUBTITLE FADES IN: HELCORP TOURNAMENT

The GOLD LIGHT and Marquis wears BACKPACK appears behind the
bleachers.

The light vanishes.

Marquis takes off the backpack, holds it, walks to the side
of the bleachers, looks curiously at the soldiers, Demon
Generals, walks in front of the bleachers,

looks excitedly at SONNY, 20 wears gold ninja suit, no mask
and fifty SPIRITUAL CLAN, students wears white ninja suits.

    MARQUIS:
Sonny is that you.

Sonny looks excitedly at Marquis, stands up, runs off the
bleacher and stops in front of him.

    SONNY:
Marquis you come back. Where have
you been all this time?
MARQUIS:
You wouldn’t believe me if I told you. Let’s take a walk and I’ll explain everything to you.

Sonny looks happily at the Spiritual clan.

SONNY:
Students I’ll be right back.

They walk behind the bleachers and stops.

Marquis smiles at Sonny.

MARQUIS:
I see you filled the temple with students again.

SONNY:
Yes, they’ve been working real hard and that’s why I let them enter the tournament.

Marquis puts his head down and looks in thought at the ground.

SONNY:
What’s wrong Marquis?

Marquis looks sadly at Sonny.

MARQUIS:
You remember at the temple when the spiritual clan and Master Soi was killed?

Sonny nods his head yes.

MARQUIS:
The demons who killed them are hosting the tournament and runs HelCorp. That’s where I’ve been all this time fighting them.

Sonny looks angrily at Marquis.

SONNY:
If this company is the ones who had something to do with Master Soi and the Spiritual clans death, the students an I will stands beside you Marquis and help stop them.
Marquis smiles.

**MARQUIS:**
Good, let's watch the tournament to see what the demons are up to and when they attack, we'll be ready.

Sonny nods his head in agreement.

They walk in front of the bleachers and sits down.

Out the hunger doors the Demon Scientist #1 wears SUNGLASSES enters, walks and stops at the microphone.

**DEMON SCIENTIST #1:**
Thank you great fighters from around the world for coming to this tournament. Above me is a screen telling every fighter what ring to go to and who you will fight. When this horn sounds.

We hear HORN sound.

**DEMON SCIENTIST #1:**
This means it's time for a round to begin. You have five minutes to enter the ring or you will be disqualified. The winner of the tournament will receive a one million dollar cash prize and the title of the greatest fighter in the world. Now let the tournament began.

We hear HORN sound.

ON SCREEN

Round one, twenty names and ring assignments appears.

Twenty PEOPLE stand up and runs off the bleacher to the rings.

We hear HORN sound.

The people begins an intense hand to hand battle. In the matter of minutes nine matches are over.

The people walks to the bleacher and sits down.

We see a MAN and WOMAN #3 fight intensely.
The man does relentless punches at the Woman #3. She uses her arms, blocks and kicks the man in the stomach. He bends over, grabs his stomach and painfully holds it. The Woman #3 does a back flip kick and strikes the man chin. He’s knocked out the ring. The match is over. The Woman #3 wins, bows, walks to the bleachers and sits down. The man stands up holds his chin painfully, walks to the bleachers and sits down. We HEAR HORN sound. ON SCREEN Round two, twenty names and ring assignments appears. Twenty people stands up and runs off the bleachers to the rings. We HEAR HORN sound. The people begins an intense hand to hand battle. Out the hunger doors Demon General Yang enter, walks next to the Demon Scientist #1 and points at the hunger doors. They walk and goes in the hunger door. Exits. INT. LAB - HELCORP BUILDING One thousand CLONING CHAMBERS with CLONES, 18, males wears HELCORP ARMOR inside them. The Demon Scientists stares in wait at the hunger doors. The Demon Scientist #1 and Demon General Yang enter, walks and stops by the other. They surround the Demon Scientist #1. DEMON SCIENTIST #6: We want to open the portal and start the attack now.
Demon Scientists #1 looks in disbelief at the others.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
All of you know what the Dark Lord’s plans are.

The Demon Scientists stares angrily at the Demon Scientist #1.

DEMON SCIENTIST #6:
We’re tried of you thinking that you can tell us what to do. Maybe we should destroy that flesh and send you back to hell.

The Demon Scientists nods their heads in agreement.

The Demon Scientist #1 looks worried at the Demon Scientists.

DEMON SCIENTIST #1:
Now wait demon brothers and sisters, say the dark magic chant if you want, just leave the flesh alone.

The Demon Scientist #1 watches in disbelief.

The Demon Scientists say a CHANT.

EXT. BACK YARD - HELCORP BUILDING

The PENTAGRAM red glow under the rings and stops.

In the air one thousand DEMON SPIRITS appears and hovers in the place.

The people stop battling, looks up fearfully and run to the bleachers.

The people on the bleachers stands up and looks in terror at the Demon spirits.

The Demon spirits float and goes into the soldiers.

Their EYES RED GLOW and long CLAWS comes out their fingers.

The people run off the bleachers, stops, stares worried at the Demon generals and DEMON SOLDIERS.

Marquis, Sonny, the Spiritual clan stands up, runs off the bleachers, stares shocked at the Demon Generals and Demon soldiers.
Marquis runs behind the bleachers an unzips the backpack. The sword floats out and hovers in place. Marquis pulls out the mask and drops the back pack. Marquis puts the mask on, takes the shirt and pant off has on the battle armor. The Black Ghost grabs the sword runs in front of the people and Spiritual clan. They stare in wait at the Black Ghost.

BLACK GHOST:
Everyone listen, these soldier are demons coming to destroy us all. Attack anyone with glowing eyes.

The Black Ghost runs at the Demon soldiers and Demon Generals. The Demon Generals and Demon soldiers runs at the Black Ghost.

Sonny looks in thought at the Black Ghost, looks seriously at the Spiritual clan.

SONNY:
Students attack.

Sonny, the Spiritual clan grabs their swords, runs at the Demon soldiers and Demon Generals.

The people watches in disbelief. The Black Ghost attacks with relentless sword slashes and strikes some Demon soldiers. They turn into ash.

DEMON SPIRITS appears and floats in the hunger doors. Exits. The Spiritual clan attacks with relentless sword slashes and strikes Demon soldiers. They turn into ash.

DEMON SPIRITS appears and floats in the hunger doors. Exits. An intense battle begins between the Black Ghost, Spiritual clan and the Demon Generals, Demon soldiers.
The Woman #3 looks in though at the battle, walks in front of the people, looks in disbelief at them.

**WOMAN #3:**
We all come here to prove we’re the greatest fighter in the world. How can we stand here and watch them fight those demons by themselves.

Everyone looks in thought at the Woman #3, looks angrily at the Demon Generals and Demon soldiers.

The Woman #3 smiles at the people and turns around.

Everyone runs to the battle, attacks with relentless punches, kicks, strikes the Demon generals and Demon soldiers.

All the Demon soldiers and Demon Generals turns into ash.

DEMON SPIRITS appears and floats in the hunger doors. Exits.

Everyone CHEERS and stops.

We HEAR FOOTSTEPS.

Everyone stares in wait at the hunger doors.

DEMON CLONE #6, 18, Asian male, BLACK EYES GLOWS, long claws, wear HELCORP ARMOR and the DEMON CLONES, RED EYES GLOW long claws enter, marches out the hunger doors, stands in military style ranks.

The people and the Spiritual clan looks shocked at them.

The Demon clone #6 looks seriously at Demon clones.

**CRINCALOS:**
(talks with bark sound)
Demon brothers, kill them all.

The Demon clones march towards the people, Spiritual clan and the Black Ghost.

Sonny looks concerned at the people and points at the Demon clones.

**SONNY:**
Students get between those things and the people.

The Spiritual clan runs and stands side by side.
The Demon clones surrounds the Spiritual clan.
Sonny looks around in thought at the Demon clones and smiles.

SONNY:
Students lesson twenty-five.

BLUE SMOKE flows off of the Spiritual clan and stop.
We HEAR them say AH.
BLUE ENERGY BALLS appears around them.

SONNY:
Spiritual clan explosion!

At the same time the balls EXPLODES. BOOM.
The Demon clones are incinerated.
DEMON SPIRITS float in the air and vanishes.
The Demon clone #6 looks revengefully at the Spiritual clan and raises the claw.

Giant BROWN ENERGY BALL appears and hovers in place.
The Black Ghost looks at the ball and looks at the Spiritual clan.
The Demon clone #6 points at the Spiritual clan.
The ball flies at them.
They stare fearfully at the ball.
The Black Ghost, runs does superhuman leap over the Spiritual clan and lands on the ground.
The ball EXPLODES into the Black Ghost. BOOM.
The Black Ghost is knocked to the ground, grabs the armor body area, painfully holds it, looks at Sonny and the Spiritual clan.

BLACK GHOST:
You guys did a great job but I need you to get as far back as possible.

Sonny nods his head in agreement.
The Spiritual clan and Sonny runs to the people.
Sonny points at the bleachers.

Everyone runs by the bleachers and watches in wait.

The Black Ghost stands up and looks at the Demon clone #6.
The Demon clone #6 points the claws.

BROWN ENERGY CLAWS appears, flies an EXPLODES into Black Ghost. BOOM.

The Black Ghost is knocked on the ground.

BROWN ENERGY encases the Demon clone #6.

The Demon clone #6 runs and kicks the Black Ghost armor side area.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Black Ghost lays motionless.

The sword comes out the Black Ghost’s hand, floats in front of the Demon clone #6 and hovers in place.

The BLADE shines very brightly and stops.

The Demon clone #6 grabs his eyes and painfully holds them.

The Black Ghost stands up, grabs the sword, does sideward sword slash and strikes the Demon clone #6 stomach. CLING.

The Black Ghost shakes his head in disbelief, glances at the TV screen and looks at the Demon clone #6.

BLUE SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

    BLACK GHOST:
    Spiritual fighting technique!

BLUE ENERGY encase the Black Ghost.

He does an uppercut punch in the Demon clone #6 chin.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Demon clone #6 is knocked up into the air.

BLUE, GOLD SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

    BLACK GHOST:
    Spiritual blade technique!
BLUE and GOLD ENERGY encases the sword.

The Black Ghost does superhuman jump, does sideward sword slash and strikes the Demon clone #6 stomach. CLING.

The energy EXPLODES. BOOM.

The Demon clone #6 is knocked into the screen.

The screen EXPLODES. BOOM.

The screen and the Demon clone #6 is destroyed.

The Black Ghost drops and lands on the ground.

RED LIGHT flashes and stops.

In true form stands CRINCALOS.

The Black Ghost looks at the Crincalos and looks at the sky.

   BLACK GHOST:
   (yells)
   Angel spiritual merge!

In spirit form the Archangel appears and goes inside the Black Ghost.

IVORY ENERGY encases the Black Ghost and stops.

Crincalos looks hatefully at the Black Ghost.

   CRINCALOS:
   (talks with bark sound)
   Archangel you want be able to help the stalker, he’s a dead man.

The Black Ghost, Crincalos runs and stops.

A fierce evenly matched weapons battle begin between the Black Ghost and Crincalos.

Crincalos points the claws.

BROWN ENERGY BEAMS comes out of them ZAP an EXPLODES into the Black Ghost’s armor chest area. BOOM.

The Black Ghost is knocked to the ground, grabs the armor chest area and painfully holds it.

Crincalos lifts his claws.
In the sky two giant BROWN ENERGY BALLS appears and hovers in place.

Crincalos lowers his claws.

The balls drop one by one an EXPLODES on the Black Ghost. BOOM.

He lays motionless.

Crincalos looks pleased at the Black Ghost.

The GOLD CROSS shines through armor and stops.

The Black Ghost sits up.

Crincalos stares in disbelief at the Black Ghost.

The Black Ghost stands up, runs superhuman fast IVORY FLASH, appears, does uppercut sword slash and strikes Crincalos’s chin.

Crincalos is knocked to the ground.

BLUE, IVORY, GOLD SMOKE flows off the Black Ghost and stops.

BLACK GHOST:
(loud)
Ah!

Enormous BLUE, IVORY and GOLD ENERGY BALL appears around the Black Ghost.

BLACK GHOST:
(yells)
Spiritual explosion!

The ball EXPLODES. BOOM.

Crincalos is incinerated.

A DEMON SPIRIT floats in the air and vanishes.

In spirit form the Archangel appears and vanishes.

The HelCorp building shakes wildly, from the roof an enormous SILVER CRAFT raises in the sky and hovers in place.

Everyone looks up shocked.

The Black Ghost looks up and shakes his head regretfully.
The silver craft flies into the sky and vanishes in the distance.

The HelCorp building EXPLODES into FLAMES. BOOM.

Everyone looks in disbelief at the BURNING BUILDING.

INT. CONTROL ROOM - CRAFT - SKY

Large area with giant window, two chairs, control panel with LIGHTS and PENTAGRAM on the floor.

Demon General Yang sits in the chair pushes the lights.

On the pentagram stands the Demon Scientists.

In spirit form the Dark Lord appears, hovers in front of the Demon Scientists and stares angrily at them.

DARK LORD:
(angrily, talks with snake tongue)
You fools have messed up my plan.

The Demon Scientists drops to their knees and stares fearfully at the floor.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
If that flesh wasn’t so valuable I would destroy it and send all of you back to hell. You Demon scientists will come up with a plan to takeover the world. If you fail, I’ll place you all under the lake of fire forever, now stand up.

The Demon Scientist stands up and looks in wait at the Dark Lord.

The Dark Lord floats back and forth, stops, stares in thought at the floor as his EYES GLOWS brightly.

DARK LORD:
(talks with snake tongue)
There something different about this new stalker no matter what he just keeps coming.

FADE OUT.

THE END.